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Student leade~s, Chee~ · 
meet to discuss concerns 
By Alonza L. Robertson and 
Alicia R. Taylor 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Student council presidents from 
various colleges in the ianiversity met 
with President James C . Cheek and 
his administrative assistants in an in-
formal rap session Tuesday, Nov. 18. 
The student leaders presented their 
concerns and grievances to Cheek in 
an agenda that contained 20 issues af-
fecting the student body. Meeting in 
the Board of Trustee's meeting room 
for over two-and-a-half-hours, most 
of the student leaders felt that they 
had accomplished something. 
Michciel Winston, vice pre1id11ul 
- . 
Wa)·ne E. Jackso•/TtK Hiiitop 
Bison running bock Ronnie Epps attempts to elude Morgan State defenders~ William ''Stvd'' Green Stodi•m 
in Howard Univenity's 60-6 scoring fren1y on Saturday. Howard plays Delaware State Saturd~y for the lost 
!'!>m• game. See page 10. 
''I felt some satisfaction with some 
of the answers, but with others I was 
not,'' said Howard University Stu· 
dent Association President Ona 
Howard University President 
Jomes E. Cheek for Academic Affairs 
'Alston. .' The administrators said that the re-
H. U. Dorm residents scourged , ''Each school had their o wn cOn- cent nood damage done to Meridian cerns but we were concerned with a and Slowe dormitories was presently 24-hour study area," said School of being fixed and a ll the permanent 
Engineering Student Council Presi- damage would be corrected by ne~t 
ment plan could be enacted for 
s tudent~ enrolled in these two 
schools. Unlike students·in other col· 
leges at Howard, medical and dental 
students did not have the convenience 
of such a program. By Naomi Travers 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
According to Hayes, Sutton 
residents experience such problems as 
, faulty elevators, poor roach and ro-
Dorm Conditions 
Tl1e st;1tt' of c;1111f)LLS rc-:s1dc11c<:S 
. ·-~· . . . . ... -.. ·····-··· .. -·. ..,~ .. ·· . . . :~ .. ,, .•. that is in need pf refurbishing. dormitories, su rrounded by drug 
traffic and prost itution, are l\VO of 
the more rece11tly acquired dorms, 
but suffer from a larger nun1ber of 
problems than other dorms, accor-
ding to residence life officials and 
dorm residents . 
''We tolerate a lot as residenrs, ·• 
said Virgil Hayes, dorm council presi-
den1 al Sut1on . ''Though the ad-
ministration is ackno\vledging our 
problems, a whole 101 has to be done 
to make this dorm comfortable to li\•e 
in . ' ' - ~--
''The fire department had to get · 
st Li dent s out of the elevator because 
it " 'as sluck and repairmen came 10 
fix it. but ii still breaks dO\\'n 
periodicall y. Some student s have 
even received electric shock from 
pushing the buttons in the elevators 
that did not ha\'e plastic covers on 
them ," Hayes sa id . 
He added that hi s requests to have 
the elevator repaired have been 
ansy.•ered, but short term repairs will 
only increase the amount of long 
-
• 
term problems the residents will en-
counter with the elevators. 
Hayes said that certain dormitory 
rooms were to receive new fur-
, nishings, but miscalculations about 
the dimensions of the rooms resulted 
in the inabi lity to get the furniture 
through the dormitory doors . 
''Other dorm rooms received the 
furniture, but those rooms weren't 
the rooms that needed the new fur-
niture,'' Hayes said. 
''The water often tastes like 
chemicals and the frequency that the 
pipes leak leads me to believe that the 
plumbing sys tem needs to be 
overhauled," Hayes added . 
Another problem that Hayes noted 
\vas the lack of security at Sutton. He 
said that security guards make 
periodic stops in the· dorm and then 
leave upon s i~ning their names into 
D Contlauod on pa1e 4 
dent Anthony Hill . The all-night semester . The Physical Facilities 
study area is a concern of students in Mangament Department will be for· 
the School of Architecture and Cit)· ming a special work team whose sole 
Planning as well . Certain facilities responsibilities will be dormitory 
that the students need a~e located on- upkeep ,___ 
ly in those buildings. The ad· In light of the recent artic le in Tiie. 
ministrators agreed to ''look into it ." Hilltop coupled "''ith student dissent 
Other is9Ues discussed in the ses- about the College of Liberal Arts,..,..-
sion included a shuttle bus shelter , 
parking problems, dorm conditions, grading policy, Liberal Ans President 
fi Frederick Walls addressed the pro-1nancial aid and the anticipated blem for clarification to the ad -. 
move of the central location of cam- nliilistrators. Dr . Michael Winston 
pus secruity. · ·d r A d · Aff · Th . ,, vice prcs1 ent or ca em1c a irs 
. e ,,central offices, or . t~e · exp lained that each school and co l-
bra1n, of campus secru 1ty 1s - lege ca me into the university sche~u.led to move to the Central separately and thus established ils 
Rece1v1ng offices located ~t 10th an? own grading policies. Ho\vever, they 
U Streets N.W. Re~~nd1ng to the~r did agree that Ho,vard University c~ncerns .that secru1ty s level of eff1- should have a univers ii y-\vide stan -
c1ency m1gh_t drop, C heek told the dard grading policy. 
The student leaders also recom-
mended that the administration enact 
a n investigation into the political ac-
tivities of Louis Serapio, an instr.Uc· 
tor in Howard University's African 
Studies program. The resolution 
spearheaded by HUSA, charges that 
Serapio is a paid ''Rename'' 
representative. ''Renamo'' js the code 
name for a band of South African-
backed mercenaries. (For backround 
inrorrnation, refer to the front page 
of the Nov . 2 1 issue of the Hilltop). 
Another resolution presented to 
the administrative cabinet concerned 
the ongoing cont roversy of 
establish ing a mandatory Afro· 
American Studies course, to be hous· 
ed in the Afro-Americ'an Studies 
Department . student leaders that the central base 
did not make a difference, securit y's 
efficiency will remain the same. 
The backlog of unprocessed finan- Alston was not satified with the ad. 
cial aid applica1ions was discussed . ministration's response to the resolu-
National Urban League President 
holds closed circuit TV lecture 
Proposed plans or a multi-lf:'i!CI -
parking facility -:.Vere disclosCd, as 
well as plans to bring in four·tO·six-
hoU r parking meters for students 
unable to ''continually feed the 
meter'' every two ~s-the primary 
type of meters ~rd now has . 
" 
~ical and dental school~ 1111~·~,d~r;iu1:1t~s-~i'.'io~n~';;' W~_ ~C:'NQ!l'J be S§liifi¢ with ex· 
pay the fees in full for the enfire year cuses,•• sh,e said. ''At least I got 
at 1he beginning of the semester . The answers J expected. '' 
uncertaint y of· ·many of these Covering plenty of issues, the 
students' financial eligibity due to the meeting lacked concrete plans of ac-
backlog has caused problems. The tion. The group did agree to meet on 
Cabinet decided that a deferred pay- a monthly basis . 
By Alonza L. Roberlson 
Hilltop Staff Repor1er 
John Jacob, the president of the 
National Urban League, addressed 
students at 45 different colleges and 
universities via closed ,circuit televi-
sion when he presented his lecture, 
'' Business in the Black Commurtity'' 
in the Howard University School pf 
Business auditorium, last Thursday, 
Nov. 13. 
Jacob was the first speaker in the 
ITT sponsored, Key Issues Lecture 1 Series for 1986. The 13-year-old pro-
gram allows national and interna· ,, 
tional experts to present economic 
and social ideas in televised lectures 
at various colleges. 
His 40.minute disc·ussion 
highlighted government action, cor-
porate panicipation, and business 
development as practical solutions 10 
the present economic plight of 
blacks. 
''If we dwell on the negati ve, then 
we lead ourselves to despair . If we 
dwell on all the positive , we delude 
ourselves, think ing that being 
powerless is power . Context is 
everything,''said Jacob, who has 
been president of the National Urban 
League since 1982. 
Forty percent of all black young 
people are unemployed, he said. Of 
those working, he noted that they are 
disproportionately holding entry level 
positions. 
''Most black workers hold low-
level manual , sales, or clerical posi · 
tions . Only one in seven whites hold 
such jobs," he said . 
Each year the typjcal black family 
loses $500 in purchasing power , 
Jacob asserted. According to a recent 
Census B'ureau Report, the median 
income level of a black family is 
$3,400 while that of a white family 
is $39,400, hC~id . 
· -.'l mention this not to paint a 
bleak discouraging picture, but to 
provide a realistic discussion of black 
economic iedevelopment. I believe 
that the federal government must 
design policies to provide oppor· 
tunities for economic recovery,'' 
Jacob said. __ 
Potential policies Jacob felt 
necessary included more educational 
and skills training programs, a na-
tional fu ll employment act, and other 
industrial employment plans ''that 
will keep jobs home'' and not take 
them to foreign markets. 
''In many Ways, the government 
can lower the playing field so 
everyone has a fair chance to com-
pete," he said. 
Jacob charged that corporate 
America is not. serious about pro· 
rooting black talent . . lt is only con-
cern, he said, is to meet required af-
firmitive action quotas. 
''Corporate America _must go 
beyond this traditional concept, to 
develop our talent . When they do, 
•• 
IS •March for global diam1114ment -p.3 • African enrollment at Howard p.4 
• Pieaiclent Cheek's report cord p.6 
•Block bualneaMS p.7 
• C1a10 "•lan1d soc•i Cua 111on Auditorium p.I 
they'll get some outstanding per-
formers . There are plenty of blacks 
who have the expertise 10 run the cor-
potation," he said. 
'Salute' to honor black women 
Careers in corporate America may 
no longer offer good options for 
blacks, he suggested. ''The 'changing 
American Labor Market' •is a 
By Michelle Miiier 
Hilllop Staff Reporter 
euphemism for fewer jobs. You'll , The sixth annual ''Salute to Black 
never be rich working for someone Women'' will honor 12 progressive 
else." black women on Nov. 22nd and 23«J:--
He advised business majors to con- Unlike past years, this year's salute 
sider working four or five years in will be a two-day conference hosting 
corporate America then leave to panels on various subjects concern-
become independent proprietors . ing upward mobility. 
''There are realistic limits of black Sponsored by the Undergraduate 
owiiership. Black businesses must be Student Assembly (UGSA), the con-
competitive in price and quality,•• ferencc entitled ''The Love 's the 
JicO'b said. ''The black consumer Same, tlic Woman Has Changed,'' 
must be aware of the need to suppon will begin with a opening luncheon 
black enterprise .'' Saturday for the honorees and 
Through coope~ve efforts, the panelists. [ 
black community cah. help overcome Two panel discussions on Saturday 
the lack of startup capital, he said. will address key issues . They are 
He mentioned entrepreneurship pro· '' Managing Personal Objectives : 
grams that the Urban League has that Career vs. Family,'' amd ''The Final 
''have helped black -businesses and Step to Succes·-Giving Back .•• · A 
developed them as stronger swimmers reception open to all will follow . 
in the mainstream economy.'' The Annual Awards Luncheon will 
Jacob, a Howard alumnus, urged be held Sunday from 2 to S p.m. in 
students not to forget their roots . He the Blackburn Center. 
said, ''Roots don't come from buy- Joe Gibson. projector director for 
ing an expensive African sculpture UGSA. said the conference is a 
from an an gallery, but from giving ''culmination of six months of 
back to the community. 11 is not a pr~planning and hardwork ." We 
solo flight but a passenger flight. dermitely have a very high.powered 
Once you make it, reach back and and diver:;ified panel of honorees.'' 
pull someone with you." 
. 
The panel selec1ion process began 
in early July. Gibson and other 
UGSA committee members sent out 
co rrespondents to deans, teachers, 
and various 01he r people, requesting 
at least one suggestion on one pro-
gressive black \\'Oman. The final 
J .C . H•yward Floretta McKen~le 
• 
selections were made early in 
September. 
The panel of progressive and 
mobile women range from the corner 
of the United States in all majoar 
fields. According to Gibson, the deci-
sion 10 turn the salute into a con-
ference came from the obvious Op· 
portunities these women brought to 
the universit y. '' Instead of having the 
women here for one day, honoring 
them at the dinner, the conference 
enables thent to become more invo(v. 
I' ' ' 
ed with the students." Gibson add-
ed, that strongly feels the idea of 
holding a conference will continue on 
in later years. i 
The honorees include, Faye Wad-
dleton, president of Planned Paren· 
thood, Dr. Jacqueline C . Hayward, 
co.anchor of the WUSA news team , 
Toni Luck, president of the 
Ambergain and Georgeto-.yn Law 
School graduate, Dr. Theda Palmer-
Head, president of Anthena 
Associates (a nofl-profit fundraising 
firm), Edith Irby Jones, former presi-
dent of the National Medical 
Association, Dr. Jayme Coleman-
Williams, editor of the A.M.E . 
Review, and the first woman to hold 
a major elected office in the African 
Methodist Episcopal Church, Dr. 
Laura Fleet, associate professor in 
the school of Communications at 
H oward University, Dr . Hilda 
Howland Mason. D.C. council 
member at·large, Dianne C . Quinn, 
manager of University Relations for 
AT&T Communications, Dr. Floret-
ta McKenzie, director of the oppor-
tunity project for Education and 
assistant Deputy Superintendent in 
the Maryland State Department of 
Education, Patricia McCrcod Esq., a 
certified midwife. 
Business program-addresses realities; 
Students, recruiters interact in atypical scene 
By Paul S. Burley 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
The School of Business and Public 
Administration Student Council is 
sponsoring the tenth aMual Business 
Week proaram which bepn Monday 
and will conclude Friday. 
Plannina to familiarize students 
with the realities of the business 
world, the council scheduled events 
so that students and rec:ruiten from 
various businesses could interact in a 
s«lil atmosPlilie. The propam in-
dudn worbbopi, panel di••11lon•, 
and recepcioM whioh will ead wkh a 
banquet Friday at the Wuhlaaton· 
Sheraton Holel. 
DilleM?s1111,•llllr IOO''R 11 J I 
dent, llidtlaat lhlrtM140H PSI&• 
r 
tio.ns attending this year's program, 
with more than 300 students par-
ticipatina. The keynote speaker for 
the banquet is Hon. Emmett J . Rice, 
one of the seven governors on the 
Federal Reserve Board. 
''They (Federal Reserve Board 
governqts) have a lot of power in 
es1ablis•ina monetary And economic 
policy in the country." Mason said. 
Mason, a senior finance major 
from Wuhlnaton, D.C., added that 
studenu directly benefit from the in-
formation provided throu~ the 
week's a<:tivities. He said that 
Btlliness Week will allow students 
"to act in'11ht to boptflllly spark an 
interest or desire patalnln1 to 
careen" u well u to provide them 
with the opportllllitles to make 
valudle coatlCU. 
B 1!::~~~,,ilbea•~ pan of 
Business Week' s long term goal 1s ' 
to increase the number of blacks who 
participate in the decision-making 
positions in the business world . The 
program's immediate goal is to in· 
fqrm students about business issues 
and trends, and to provide job 
opportunities. 
David Blair, student council 
member anf!I co-coordinator for the 
banquet, said, ''In the past, some 
people do end up getting job offers; 
that is one (>f the purposes.'' 
Blair said that some students get a 
free dinner at the b'¥'quet if the 
recruiter with whom they have inter-
viewed invites them to sit at his table. 
''Some compen'e1 that have par. 
ticipated in the put have continued 
[to come to Business Week)," said 
Blair, addiaa that the recruiters in-
clude lll&ll¥ of the ''bia ciaht' 1 AC· 
countiaa nrms. Ctic:orp, Mellon 
• 
' •. 
Bank, Craft, Ci1ne1. AT&T. and 
Riggs are rccruitina this year, he said. 
One participant, Fatama $wnders, 
senior human development major, 
said that she hopes Busineu Week 
·will shed some lilltt on the future 
trends in business concernin& black . 
people. 
''I hope it will broaden my 
awareness of what is out there so I 
get a better understandina of the 
business field," she said. ''It 
(Business Week( was very helprul 
because I learned about an aspect or 
business that I did DOI have before.•• 
s.w~'&:~~=~ 
Week) gives a lkdo more definition 
on various careen:, and more infor~ 
motion. So far, from what I have 
seen, it ,..,,,. u if everytblaa hu 
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Sonia Jackson takes a break from studying in the Undergra duate Ubrory. ~-tllnscino C ro .. ·t'lll' Jr ./Thl' Hilltop 
Finals renzy hits Howard-
The final exa111 is jllSI arol111d tilt' 
1.·or11er. Thc tt'tl page p~1pcr is dtlt' 
l\1011da)', a11d the 111atl1 tcai: l1 L·r ca111c 
into class today a11d an110L1111.·cd. st11i l-
ing, that tl1e big e.xan1 \viii be 1110\•cc.l 
up a ,,·eek ahead of ti111c . 
If an)' of the abo,·t• so t111d ~ 
fa n1 i\iar. do not bt· discot1r::1gt'cl . 't 'tJLI 
arc nor alonc. 'A i.:ade111ic.· i.:r1111cl11i111t· 
hits particular!)' hard here at Ho,, :1rd 
·U11iversi1y . \Vhile 1here arc a ,· :.1 rie1~· 
of methods used 10 deal '' 'itl1 c:rt111t·l1 
time, pa11ic is the most popular . 
Another tre11d)· 111ctt1od is tl11.' 
desperate \Veekend n1a11eu,·cr . 
\\1e know the ro111i11e . S1t1dc11t s 
rush home fron1 classes, ho\\'I 10 1l1c 
moon in agon)', and beg for di,·ine in-
ter\'ention to resct1e 1hcir gradt•s.fro111 
1he ashes in on~ frenzi1.•d \\'Ccke11d . 
Dislodging te.xtbooks fron1 creak)· 
bookcases. rhey blo''' the dt1st off the 
CO \'ers and begin readi 11g chapters 
they should ha\'C read '''o 1no111!1 ;; 
ago . 
S: 10 class: it \\'as only their second 
ti111L' there tl1c t'Jlt ire se1ncster. 
l ' t1ot1gl1 H O\\'ard SludCntS c3 r11Csl-
I)' c111bark on tliat 011e final \\1eeke11d 
tl1a1 \\'i ll rcSClJC them f ron1 academic 
obl i\•io11, 1!1e)' 11ever qui te 111akc it. 
Herc is 110,,· it usually happens. 
JOHN BLAKE 
TltE FiN4l CouNTdowN 
17rida)' : Cont'ide111 you ..:a11 \vrite a 
- - . . ..-- · . . It' ll page 1>aper a11d prepare lor a n1a-
jor 111ath t·.xa111 i11 t\VO da)'S, )'OU head 
10 tl1e library \\'ith pc11cil s O\'Cr car 
and books sl1111g sn1artl}' under yol1 r 
arn1. 
llut at tt1e librar)' )'OU bu111p i1110 
a frit'nd \\•hile sca1111i11g the card 
cat;1logL1e . Bo1l1 o f yol1 talk for an 
l10L1r. discussing stibjects rangi11g 
fror11 \1011da)' 11igl11's footbal l gan1c 
10 tl1t:' JJO~s ibilir~· of life on Mars. Like recoveri11g an111esia patie11t ~. 
they grad ual! ~' reali tc 1l1e~· are 
stude111s. and final\~· u11ders1a11d \\ ti~·. 
they received a s1ar1ding O\'atio11 
yesterday when che'' arri \'ed at fl1eir 
H t• 111c11tions ~1 part)' . \\1a11t 10 go? 
't' l)\I <ll"c li11c: \\'Ork J1;:1s to be do11e. He 
'L1gges ts a part)' \\'OUld be good relax- ' 
<ttiun and perfei:1 research for )'our 
pa1>l"r 1i1lcd, ''Sociological Jmplica-
' 
The place to be 
for people ,who want more. 
You are working hard to earn your degree. You want the oppor-
tunity to use your knowledge in a company that recognizes - and 
rewards - the effort you p~t toward your success. A company like 
Advanced Technology, Int'. 
When we opened our doors in 1976. there were five of us. Now we 
number more than 2.100 1n 40 locations nationwide. Our f_irst-year 
sales were over $1 .3 million. This year the tota l will exceed $160 mil-
lion. Most importantly, our ability to serve our customers is 
unequalled. And that is the surest sign of leadership. 
Talent and Drive: 
the key to our success. 
How do we do it? Look beyond the numbers and you'll see what 
makes Advanced Techn~ogy a true American succf l story. It's 
people. People with the talent and drive to keep us a '1 top of a very 
dynamic, competitive industry. People who believe in "11ity first for 
lasting success. 
We're a company ol self-starters. We always have been. We commit 
owselves-tQJ_he very best possible performance on each new project 
Then we exceed it The driving force is. of course. profits. But it's also 
pride in ourselves. the services we provide. and our company. 
And it is our company. We're one of the largest employee-owned 
_:,-firms in America. From the beginning, excellence has been our step-
pingstone to advancement Now it can be yours. 
Advanced Technok>gy excels at the leading edge of technology - in 
fJl9ctronics, engineering, systems developmenl data managemenl 
• 
tio11 s of Flin in An1cri ca. '' You co 11 -
cur.J remarki11g ho\v intellige11t he is. 
Throwing }'Our books in to ~1 bag, you 
pra11ce out of 1l1c librar)'. pron1 isi11g 
yourself that you '''ill stud)' later tl1a1 
11 ight . 
''A11d besides," )'Ou add. '' I ' ''Ork 
be11er l1 11der pressl1rc . ·• 
Sa tl1rda)' 111 or11ing: No''' yo ll at 
leas! kno\\' 011e in1plicatio11 of fu11 i11 
A111erica: ii is called a ha11govcr. 
No11etheless, )'OU dccid t.• you \viii 
\\'rite f i,·e pages today a11d stud)' a 
..:haptcr of li11car cqua1io11~. 
Oh, but yol1 <1rc tired. So vou take 
an hour nap, \\ ake up. reaiize hO\\' 
1ired tl1<1f 11ap niadc you. a11d take, 
ano.ther l o i~g 11ap. Fearless ly, )'Ou 
begin \\'ork1 11g on sotne equations, 
but yo L1r favoritL' 1110\•ic jl1St h;1ppe11s 
10 appear 011 1he telc\1isio11 set . 
r\not hcr t\\'O l1ours go b~' · 
_Af1er tile 1110\' ic, a frie11d drops b)' 
' ' 11!1 a nc''' albL1n1 a11d )'Ol1 lisien 10 
ii. Yot1 ' rc 11ot \\'Orriccl bc..:a11sc tl1c 
p~1per ca11 ,,·ail, arid \'Oll 11•1,·c a SI lid\' 
group late~ 1!1<Jr da~· . · 
'
1 Ar1d bc~idc~." }'Oll tell }'OtLr 
friend as )'OL1 rett1r11 t1is albu111. ·· 1 
y,·ork better l l11dcr pressure.·· 




JJ...; t~Jecommunications. computer resource planning, logistics. energy, 
i and more. 
I 
The work is tough and complex. It involves projects of national signifi-
cance. And it's fast-paced. Our clients in the Departments of Defense. 
Navy, Army, and Air Force, other government agencies, and private 
industry need our support And they need it now. 
That's the challenge we face. We must meet those needs with the 
highest quality service. And it's got to be on time and within budget If 
you're up to our challenge, consider a career with Advanced 
Technology. 
If you are interested in beginning or continuing your career. with a 
dynamic company and have a Bachelor's degree in Busi.ness, Eco-
nomics, Computer Science. or Engineering, we want to hear from you. 
Excel with a leader . . . 
Advanced Technology. 
If you expect as much from your company as you do from yourself, 
you'll find tt at Advonced Technology. You'll play a v;1a1 role ;n shap-
ing the future of our nation. What's more, you'll work in a fast-track, 
multi-discipline environment that welcomes and rewards your techni-
cal ingenuity with an excellent compensation and benefits package 
and outstanding growth potential. · 
Please send your resume to: 
Advonced Technology, Inc. 
College Relations 
2121 Crystal Drive, Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 22202 
stu.dY group·1n-· ihe library~·and 
everyone 1here admits 1hey have no 
idea \Vhat to do wi1h 1he equations. 
Thef -onl.Y cam-e because they heard 
you knew. 
A discussion follows . The study 
group becomes a social group. Two 
perso11s loudly debate the merits of 
Jesse Jackson's new hairstyle . 
Another two exchange phone 
numbers and smiles. Someone pro-
duces a deck of ca rds and you play 
for an hour . Disgusted with yourself, 
you go home and vow not to answer 
your door or meet with anyone for 
the remainder of the weekend. No 
parties, no fun. You will be a lean, 
mean, studying machine . 
But alas, the phone ri11gs. 11 is your 
girlfriend. ,She says you do nor Jove 
her; you say you do. She says you do 
not respect her; yo'u say you do . She 
says 1ha1 you are j ust another no-
good black man; you say you are not . 
• This goes on for three hours until , 
-l'i11ally, you decide to hang-up at two 
in the morning. She asks if you were 
busy \vhen she called . You casually 
menlion the paper and rest, but add, 
''Don't worry. I do berrer under 
pressure any\vay. •• 
Sunda)·: Oversleeping, you wake 
up al 12 :00 in the afternoon and im-
n1ediately stub your toe on a desk 
chair. Sunday is a day of rest, you tell 
yourself, as you grab a beer and turn 
011 the football gan1e. Not to \\'Orr)' , 
~·ou tell yourself, even whe11 the game 
goes i11to 1riplc overtime. You'll y,•rite 
the paper afrer the game and rhen do 
some n1ath problcn1s. 
l1 's now rhree in the morning and 
~·o u have just fin ished bli 11dl)1 ryping 
a JO-page paper littered \Vith white-
ou1 and kamikaze spel ling. You bury 
the horri ble research paper into )'Our 
11otebook and a11en1pt co solve the 
rnath problcn1s al your desk , but 
)'Our bed, that soft , cozy release, 
gently slides across the noor a11d 
nudges )'OU ir1 the leg. 
''Con1e 011, 1ake a little nap," it 
'''i1ispers. '' I promise I ' ll ,,·ake you up 
in just 15 n1inutes. '' 
Fi11ally, as the bed hu111s a ll1 llab)' , 
a11d )'Ou '''011der ho,,· yo11 are going 
10 tell your fa1nily ro ca11cel that 
graduation cookou t in May, you turn 
10 the bed jl1st before falling asleep 
:111d say. ''Oh, l'll ·be ready for ~·l on­
da)' nior11ing and C\'e111hc final aftcr-




By James E. Sykes, Jr. 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Discussing the successes and pit -
falls of ''stress and time manage-
men1 '' to a mixed audience of 
Howard students and area residents 
Thursday evening in the Armour J . 
Blackburn Center was Dr. Jules Har-
rell , a floward University pro fesso r . 
The program entitled ''stress and 
time management' ' defined stress and 
its many implications. It identified 
some of the causes and solu1ions to 
stressful situations. 
''Stress is an ' interruption of 
psychological homeostatis,'' Harrell, 
the seven-year professor said. This 
means that when there is an interrup-
tion in one's norn1al psychological 
pattern there is stress, according to 
Harrell who cited 1ests pertaining to 
studen1s and job immobility in the 
\VOrking world . 
A ccording to H arr.el l . ii iS impor-
!ant for one 110 make conscious ap-
praisals of his own self-sentences. 
Self-sentences are those negative 
sta1cmen1s 1hat a11 individual makes 
\\'hen criri ciz ing his or herself, he 
said . For instance, statements like 
''l'n1 not much good at anything. I 
ne\•cr have been able to do any1hing 
worth a darn," and 01!1er negari ve 
state ment sl ike these are considered 
sci f -sentences. 
Dr . H arrell mentioned t i me 
mismanagement as a cause of stress 
as well as saying ''some stress is just 
inherent to a situation.' ' In response 
to these situations Or . Harrel l sug-
-
gested that ''one must dismiss the 
self.sentences if they are irrational." 
''Many individuals are stressful 
because they place too much em· 
phasis on lofty ideals for success," 
said an unidentified student in the 
audience. 
_ I:farrell responded saying ''in-
d1v1duals should rede f ine achieve-
ment and then learn to communicate 
it carefully in order to maintain a 
support mechanism . Everyone needs 
some type of supportive elements. '' 
Harrell told the audience how 
stress affects one's physical well 
being . 
''Not handling stress correctly can 
effect your overall performance as 
well as your health and physical con-
dition. The body's immune system 
functions much differently when 
under stress. One will of1en notice 
that when they have been unusually 
stressed that thC)' may also tend 10 
feel poorly ." 
Harrell said rhat ' 'prevent ion 
through careful planning and evalua-
tion of a sit uation, getting rid Of i r -
rational self-sentences, non-drug 
related relaxation and identifying 
islands of social suppor1 •• wer~·ways 
of controlling stress. 
Harrell expressed his appreciation 
for 1he audience 1urn-out and par-
ticipation and said, ''They seemed to 
be on lop of the discussion. Their 
questions were stimulating and some 
very good critical ques1ions arc ask~_ 
ed.'' 
Harrell also suggested 1fta1 
everyone present go out and buy a 
book entitled '' Relaxa 1ion 
Response. '' 
The next issue of The Hilltop 
\ 1987. will be January 23, 
Happy Holidays. 
•\ •.>· ..: - ,, • T" r\l 
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By Candace Campbtll and 
Ellzabtth Smilh 
Hill1op Staff Repor1cr 
What began \\'ith ringing bells. 
balloons, and thousands of en-
thusiastic supporters on March I, in 
Los Angeles, came co a close with 
· 111ournful nicks of light in a candle 
lig}.lt vigil at the Lincoln Memorial 
last Saturday night . 
For the 400 1113rchers \vho '''alked 
the 260-da)' , 3,700 mile journey for 
Rlobal disarn1amCnt, the end of the 
T11arch pro,1ed to be just the beginn-
i112 in 3\\•akening the conscience of 
rhe An1erican people. 
''The march has rene"·ed my faith 
i11 hun1an kind,·· said California 
11a1i,·e, Elizabeth Fairchild. ''\Valk-
ing across this country we found that 
people really do care about thciir 
future, and the threat posed by the 
nuclear arms face." 
When the marchers arrived at 
Malcolm X Park, in N.W. D.C .. 
Saturday morning, they were greeted 
by an estimated crowd o~ ·' .s009. 
\\·ho had gathered to part1c1pate 1n 
the scheduled peace rally . Mayor 
Marion Barry told the crowd that if 
they wanted peace, they must de-
mand it from their elected officials . 
''Demand that we cannot save the 
world by creating big weapons on 
- -
war. Let's spend money on -helping or the m&rCh for twO days' a week. -
B ·d Hours.could be put in at the post of-people , '' arry sa1 . . .. r· d h I 
When the marchers left Malcolm ice, ay care center, sc oo or any 
x Park enroute to Lafyette Park, the or the other areas that contributed to 
' 'Great Peace March'' was joined by the marchers nicknaming the march 
''Peace City." an additional 1,500 participants. Sup-
port for the n1arch had not always Walking across America, the in-
come that easily . • habitance of Peace City rediscovered 
Two weeks into the march, the the beauty of America and ils people. 
1,200 original marchers found ''The American people opened up 
themselves stranded in the Majave their hearts and their homes to us 
Dessert where the California based most every where we went,'' said 
Pro-Peace Inc . the group sponsoring Rich Akin, of California. 
the march, ran out of money. In some areas they were greeted by 
According 10 marcher Mike entire towns turning out to welcome 
Schneid, 32, of Kansas, the money them, and in others by cries of pass-
\\'as gone before the rnarch began. ing motorists to ''go get a job." 
''Elaborate campaigning, large staf. Frank Folsom the oldest marcher, 
fii1g, and fa11ure to raise funds suffi--- - -celebrated his 79th birthday and 50th 
cient to cover all 1hose expenses, were wedding anniversary on the march, 
the reasons Pro-Peace ran dry,'• and said that people were suprised 10 
Schneid said . see him walking with the young 
The march lost two-thirds of its people . 
participants when people, who had ''When they saw me, they had to 
planned on having financial support ask themselves what am I doing for 
from Pro-Peace throughout the nine- peace?'' Folsom said . 
month trek , \Vere fotced to return to Although the marchers were 
t heir hoines and their jobs. greeted at the Lincoln Memorial by 
The remaining marchers reorganiz- members' of Congress and others of 
' ed to form The Great Peace March national fame, they chose to keep the 
For Global Disarmament Inc., and purpose...of _the... march_ simple and 
left the dessert on March 28 10 con- clear . The march ended in silence as 
tinue their journey. With the new 1he cards the marchers handed out 
plan for action, marchers were re- sa id it all: ''What words can express 
quired tQ work in one of the divisions what a world of peace or nuclear war 
would mean to our children . '' 
• 
' I 
/ ' FraaKlno Crowdle Jr ./The Hll1op 
A.'1 ntimted crowd of 7 ,500 pHpte greeted the 400 marchen who walked across- the U.S. in a ''journey 1 
for global disarmament.'' 
/ 
roup /favors various righ s 
GrfU Wllll•msfTht Hlll1op 
By Terri Williams 
Hilltop Scaff R'porter 
Whether a black candidate should 
run ·as an independent for the 1988 
Rainbow Lobby was discussed dur-
ing a Nov . 12 lecture series at the 
District Building entitled ''Which 
Way For Black Empowerment?" 
The Rainbow Lobby, not to be 
mistaken with ·Jesse Jackson's Rain-
bow Coalition, is a right-winged lob-
by group which advocates various 
civil rights issues including black, gay 
and women's rights . 
Dr. Fred Newman said thot the Democratic Porty is no Ion for the 
"I feel black people would have 
supported Jesse Jackson if he had 
gont independent," Tamara Weins-people at tfte ''Which Woy for Enpowerment?'' seminar. 




_ Now you can gel the competitive 
edge ,when classes begin in January. With a 
' Macintosh"' personal computer, and all the 
lorlte extras. ':' 
p, ·We call it the Macintbsh "Write Stuff" 
bundle. You'll call it a great deal' Because 
when you buy a Macintosh "Write Sluff" 
bundle before January 9, 1987, you 'll receive 
a bundle of extras- and save $250. 
Not only will you get your choice of a 
Macintosh 512K Enhanced or a Macintosh 
Plus, you'll also get an Image Writer"'"ll 
prinler, the perfecJ solution for producing 
near letter-quality term papers or reports, 
complete with graphs, charts, and 
illustrations., 
f"'_""~_.,p(~, you 'll,get MacLightning,· 
~~ the ~ifl\spejling checker con-
• taihingiin 80,oOO 'f.lrd dictionary 







1hesaurus, medical or legal dictionaries. -· 
Together with your favorile Macintosh word 
processing software, you can transform 
your notes into Jhe clearest, mosl letter 
perfect papers you ever turned out. And 
turned in on lime. - · 
What's more, there's a Macinlosh 
Support Kil filled with valuable accessories 
and computer care products from 3M.• 
Complete with all the things you need to 
keep your Macinlosh running long after 
you've graduated. 
Let us show you how Jo get Jhrough 
college better, faster, and smarter. Stop in 
and see us for more information. 
Howard University Bookstore 
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- , -tein, assistant director of the Rain- neighborhoods, and there needs to be our young-peop e when we ourselves 
bow Lobby said. Weinstein added easier voting processes and ac- don't requi're them to vote?'' Laws 
that a study by the Institute for Social . cessibility of voting polls to the also said that lack of success of the 
Research at the University of neighborhood,'' he said. Independent Party was exhibited in ") 
Michigan revealed · 57 percent of Askia Muhammad, editor of the past years with candidates such as / 
black voters in 1984 would have Black Journalism Review, encourag- Eugene McCarthy and John 
voted Jackson as an independent ed black people to vote for who they Anderson. 
rather than the nominee of the believe in and to challenge the status For the Democratic Party to' work 
Democratic Party. quo. for black people, Laws -said~e need 
Robert McAlpine, c ongressional Unlike the other speakers of the to support one another iQ the 
liason and policy coordinator or the lecture series, Verna Laws, office community-economically and 
National Urban League said that if coordinator of the National Political through legislalion. 
black people want to get the can- Congress of Black Women, refuted On the other hand, Fred Newman, 
didate they want in office, they need the idea of a black candidate runn- national executive board member of 
to get out to the polls and vote . ing on an independent ticket . the New Alliance Party was a staunch 
''Voting needs to become as tradi- ''Look how many years it took us opponent or the Democratic Party. 
tional as going to church," McAlpine , to get a slnaJI amount of power in the ''W.e can no longer accept the 
said. ''We (black people) need to two party system," Laws said. ''How lesser ~ft~~ ~~l_~litics in tl)i~ ~a-. 
form workshops and forums in the are we..soin&--1o..s.eU..a.Uti«i~4'-'0- .Uo~ 'trlewman S8J.d. In addition, he 
_____ __:·---------------------," said the DemoCratic Party is no 
~®O®rr 
Palnla and SUdes from the • I I . roll 
Seattle RlmWorb has adapted Kodak's prolasional Mo<ion Picture film for we 
in your 35mm camera. Now yo\l'"can uee me same film-with. me same 
rniuofv1e grain and rich colorsaruration-Hollywood's top studios demand. Its 
wi<k •xpooure latitu<k ~ pen.ct for .veryday shors. You can caprure -ial 
effects, too. Shoot it in bright or low light-at up to 1200 ASA. What's more, ir's 
eoonomical. And rern•mber, Seattle RlmWorb ldS you cllOOS< prinlS or did.._ 
or both, from the same roll. Try this remubblc film today! 
-------------
- - ... -
Class-ify your ads in The Hilltop! 
636-6866 ' 
,,. \ ... Jt;M, c;J&e tud ai ... 
1'- Busch Gardens"" 
America's European theme park In .. ". • 
WILLIAMSBURG, VA Is conducting auditions for 
over 200 singers, d1ncera, musicians, v1riety IT· • 
lists, actors, technlclana, and aupervisors. Vou 
could be part of the galaxy of stars 1t Buach \ 
Gardens/The Old Country. So get your ect together \ 
and come ''shine'' al our 1987 Auditions! I!! 
-•Ion Dotes: * 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Monday, 01cemblr8lh, 1-6 p.m. 
Kennedy Center tor the Performing Arts 
Opera HOUMS,_ DoorEnlnince 
WILLIAMUURG, VIRGINIA 
S.turday,Decembor8th, 1Up.m. 




longer a people's party-but rather· a 
1
''billion dollar game whjch is becom-
ing indistinguishable from the 
Republic Party." 
Newman said that independefit 
... party line candidates have been suc-
cessful and referred to Lenora Fulani 
who ran for New York governor and 
acquired more vote than any in-...... 
dependent candidates who had run in 
thi: past thirty years . 
The location of the lecture series 
brought about much contrO\'ersry 
from the audience. 
An anonymous audience parti
1
ci-
pant said, ''If they really wanted to 
address the community and talk 
about black empowerment . thef 
should have gone to Cardozo 
Stadium or somewhere in the black 
community.'' Several audience 
members said that the ·speakers did 
not specifically detail how black em-
powerment would come about, and 
also needed the lack of discussion on 
building an economic base in the 
black community. '::} 
\ 
' 
, ___ , 
• 
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African enrollment 
at 1Howard· down. 
By David Abdulol 
Hilltop Starr RtJ>Orttr 
• 
African students at ~oward has 
decreased. there has been a signifi-
_.£ant increase in the f number of 
African students from cGuntries such 
The economic problems facing as Cameroon and SouthlAfrica, Sero 
most African countries are the causes said. This may be due td the increase 
of a general decrease .in the enroll- in scholarsft.ips gran~to students 
ment of African students at Howard from South Africa by the interna-
University, said .Barry Bern, director tional community or use of sorftt 
of the Office of International Student improvement in the eConomies of 
Affairs . -variOus African countrits. he stated. 
Speaking to Bill Eagle o~ the· The Office of International Stu-
African Field Service of the Voice of dent Affairs tries. to help interna-
America, Bem said most . African tional students adjust 8J1d enjoy their 
students at Howard are either on stay while studying at Howard, Bem 
government scholarships or are said. In some instancesJ the office is 
privately sponsored. able to offer assistancf by way of 
Many African countries are depen- emergency loans when African 
dent on foreign exchange earnings students are faced wit1h unforsccn 
from their primary exPort products, financial problems. The Office also 1 
according to Bern, and therefore any . offers some advice oiI immigration 1 
nuctuation in the price of these pro- matters, Bern added. I 
ducts on the world market would The advantages of having' African 
adversely affect the number of and other internationa.1 students at 
students sponsored. Howard University arF numerous, 
He speculated that the number of ~ Bern said. Besides tfie fact that 
Nigerian students at Howard has Howard offers a homogeneous stu-
dccreased probably due to the oil glut dent body, it also provides an at-






Alltn Brownrfht Hiiitop 
Dr. Sylvia Hilf comments. On ~changes ocC:uring in Mo:r.ombique 
since the d1ulh of P1011dent Machel. 
Founded on June 2S, 197S, by 
Eduardo Mondlanc, the people of 
Mozambique aehieved indcpcndcncc 
after proclaiming Mozambique a 
state of workers fOr workm. The 
recently assasinated president qf 
Mozambique Somaro MaChel wa's 
appointed to the position in 197,, 
iaid the FRBLIMO publication. ·-
The capstone of the 'ideology of 
FRELIMO is unity of the people of 
Mozambique, opposition to exploita· 
tion and the strengthening of the 
power of the workers and the 
peasants . · 
According to a publication by 
FRELIMO, ''If the. Mozambique 
people arc to succeed in their strug-
gle to consolidate their government 
and lay foundations for a socialist 
society, there is a need to know the 
revolutionary experience of their peo-
ple . .. especially the history of ... 
' FRELIMO." . 
Prin.cipally, according to a film 
presented - at the symposium, 
FRELIMO waged revolution on the 
Portugese colonial presence in 
Mozambique . Among other 
discrepencies, under Portugese col-
01;1ialism, malnutrition , epidemics 
and inequajty were high factors of an I unbearable existence for the. Mozam· 
bique people. 
economy. ~ 
Thou h the total number of andinternationalunderstanding.he , _Symposium addresses_ 
' 
While the people were made to 
grow cash crops, an effort was rais· 
ed to destroy food, terrorize the peo-
ple. an~ destroy existing institutions, 
according to the film. 
FRELIMO calls itself a process 
and not an event, an ongoing strug-
gle'. which must be perpetuated to en-
sure the freedom o'f the ~ople of 
Mozambique. Thus, the .past, present 
and future are tied together in this 
similar effort, Hill said. 
• 
• , ... , .. 
Mozambique situation 
By Michelle Miiler 
Hill1op Slaff Rcpor1cr 
''To die a tribe, to be born a na. 
tion, '' the motto of the Mozambique 
Liberation Front (FRELIMO), was 
the essence or a symposium held in 
the Undergraduate Library Lecture 
Hall, Nov. 13. 
Hosted by the Howard University 
Studen1 Association, ''Mozambique: 
Past, Present and Future," was 
presented by Dr. Sylvia Hill, pro-
fessor at the University of the District 
of Columbia, and Dr. Joseph Jor-
don, a Howard graduate, to inform 
the audience of the imPortance of. the 
FRELIMO revolutio11ary 1novement 
in Mozambique. 
FRELIMO grew out of a coalition 
between the Makonde African Na-
tional Union, the Mozambican Na~ 
tional Democratic Union and the 
Mozambique National Independence 
, Union and blended into 1he Mozam-
bique Liberation Front in June 1962, 
according to a publica tion by 
FRELIMO. 
- . 
A member of the Free South 
Africa Support Project, Hill said that 
it was critical to place the socialist 
reconstructions phase of Mozambi· 
que in context with South Africa. In 
1984, the state of emergency was 
pla ed upon South Africa in retalia-
tion to the civil disobedie.nce and 
unrest of the black South -Africans. 
The Mozambique people retaliated 
against their oppressors, according to 
Hill. 
In an effort to resist pressure from 
, 
I 
internal and external Pl 1 llUJ'!: .... 
South African rcat- m• 11111111• 
its border puppet 1111111._ - lldna 
Namibia, H 111 said. 
South Africa's principle~­
Angola and Mozambique, she said. 
In an effort to kill the socialist otrva-
gle of F/{ELIMO and the pic1<DI 
government of Mozambique, the 
racist regime 'isuppons reactionary 
groups such as RENAMO, (the 
Mozambique National Reiilt•nce 
Movement) also known u MNR and 
UNITA. These groups, Hill notco, 
spread a campaign or tcr'ror through 
invasions and bombina. 
According to both Hi 11 and Jor-
dan, Howard University employs a 
member of the REN AMO group, Dr. 
Luis Serapio, of the depanment of 
African Studies, has become the of-
ficial spokesperson for RENAMO, 
Jordan said , 
, By 1976, the enemies of 
FRELIMO were scattered to pans of 
Portugal, Malawi and Rhodesia. Ac-
cording to a briefing from the Review 
of African Political Economy, 
Rhodesia is the most propituous 
place from which to launch an anti-
FRELIMO offensive. , 
Reparts show that the organization 
was created by the government of 
Rhodesia and is being funded by rhe 
South African government. 
Serapio's presence at Howard has 
made a statement to students at 
Howard, according to· Jordan. 
'' Howard students have the 
responsibility to analyze, define and 
expose what's ha.Ppening here," Jor-
dan said. ''They have targeled our 
black university students." 
Each speaker painted out that the 
level of consciousness must be rais-
ed . Ona Alston, HUSA president. 
specifically questioned how the 
spakesman for such a group linked 
with the South African regime coulCI 
teach at the Mecca of black univer-
sitieS and receive tenure. ''If you are 
anti-apartheid you have to be anti-
RENAMO,'' she said. ''It is an em-
barrassment to have him on this cam-
pus. '' 
With the recent assassination of 
Mac.he!, the state of the political 
stability of Mozambique is uncertain 
Hill said. ' \ . 
·norms 
From page J 
\ ' 
Hilltopics due Monday at- 5 PM * AN MBA. IN ENGLAND a log book. Hayes said that when 
security incidents do arise, it usually 
takes up lo JO minutes for security to 
~!Hfli :,.-ii'' +:,t...:;.._....;.,._,~1..., 
' "' :;f o' / proper action to be taken. 
"A security guard should be on du· 
ty 24 hours berween Sutton and Eton 
or at least at night," Hayes said. 
According to Hayes, drug transac· 
tions and solicitation of prostitutes 
are a common occurence outside the 
dormitory. ''Sometimes you can look 
out of the windows and see pro· 
stitutes carrying out sexual acts in the 
parking lot . It's a real freak show,'' 
he added. 
Sutton was acquired in 1978 and 
now houses approximately 450 
residents. One facet of the dormitory 
is its swimming pool and penthouse 
which sit atop the building and have 
not been utilized since the building's 
acq"1isition . ''It probably will never 
be used," Hayes added. 
''On the whole, this year Sutton is 
improving. I think (the) Rev . [John) 
Mendenhall (Sutton resident 
counselor) is making more headway 
with Residence Life and the liOes of 
communications are really opening 
up. I think the administration sees the 
needs of Sutton,'' he added . 
In Eton Towers, most complaints 
come in about the lack of hot water, 
aCcOrding to Deborah Jackson, 
Eton's dorm council president. 
''We've gone for about a month 
and a half without hot water now,'' 
Jackson said. 
She added rhat the second most 
complained about problem is about 
the roaches. According to her, the 
problem is aggravated when students 
do not clean up after themselves. 
''Students say that they are clean . 
They really aren't as clean as they 
say,'' . Jackson said. 
''The worse problems occur when 
residents leave garbage in their gar-
bage disposals not grounded up,'' 
Jackson said. She added that roaches 
crawl into the disposals when food is 
left in them. 
Jackson said that flying roaches 
are becomina more visible in the 
dorm and that some are expelling 
blood when they are crushed. 
Another problem, according to 
her, is derelicts loiterina around Eton 
and its surroundina propcrty~.t'Thcrc· 
was a bum slecpina on the ~ch in-
side the front corridor of the dorm,'' 
Jaclqon said. 
She •ctdcd that incident proved the 
need for increased ICCW'ity for Eton. 
11 I've seen people in the halls that are 
not raidcnts here and arc ilol being 
escorted 17 • mYl1nt. Thltl is portial. 
ly the raidcnt's fault alao, but the 
need for a security auard iJ a press-
ina issue,'• 1he said. 
Accortlina to William Keooc. dean 
of houslna. security ls iomcthlng that 
the administration CODliden to be a 
portion or dormJlvlDa lhal should be 
mW more than Mfeq:••re. ''You can 
..... ,.. haw 100 much security. The 
Unlvenlty II mating every effort to 
emurc that security ii ldcquate.'' 
K11116 llid. . 
all· 1- .-., a' , 
I 
I 
• AACSI ilfllllilted 
Manchester Business School 
UnM!rsltyof Manchester 
develops international managers~ 
THE MASTER'S OEGJiEE 'IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AT MANCHESTER 
BUSINESS sc.:-tOOL HAS WON INT£1t.NATIONAL RECOONITK>N FOR m 
UNIQU£ l'lt.OJECT-6A.S£0 APl'lt.OACH. OUR GRADUATES AAE SOUGHT 
OUT BY TOP COMPANY RECRUITERS THROUGHOUT THE \llORL.D. 
THE PROGRAMME Plt.OV!DES A STIMULATING AND IN-D£1"TH COVERAGE 
OF All. ASPECTS OF MANAGEMENT BUT ALSO ENCOURAGES COURSE 
PARTtclPANTS 'ro FOU.OW THEIR OWN INTERESTS THROUGH SPEClAUST 
OPTIONS. 
tl!S!!!Y. Coonpetitive Costs 
- Senior Exec. Alumni· Exxon,Ford,Morgan, Touche ·Ross 
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FURTHER DETAILS - COUN LAYCOCK, SENIOR FF! I OW 
MANCHESTER BUSINESS SCHOOL, BOOTH STREET WEST 
M4NCHESTER Ml.5 6PB, ENOl.AND 
• 
TEL: tNoLAND 061-273 8228 TELEX: 661354 
• 
London School of Economics 
· and Polltlcal Science 
A chance to study and live In London 
Junior-year programs, Pottgreduate 06pkHnal, One-
y..,. M•ster'• Degrees and Ae...,.ch Opportunltln In 
the SOclal Sc .. .Cll. 
The wide range of aubject1 lncludet:-
Accountlng and Finance • Actuarial Science • au.-
,... 8Wdl11 • E~ • EcononAlbk:a • 
Economtc Hiatory • European Studttl • O•aerlPhY • 
Oowemment • H1elt11 Planning• Hou1tng • lftdultra.I 
A1lalbt1 • lntematton.I Hletory• 11:11rr 1r0t .. "9111-
Uonl • Law • MaMgement lcl1n• • 0.1!!doMI 
RI 11 cft. 8 Pl~, I ogle & Sell 9ltflc L thod e 
f"'IJ • '! n ""''' • 18Uce • R1glo1" end·Ult•• Plalr.0ini1 • S..-U. Poley• hG'a' Adl:kl&tMlol: • Soc'r' Arltl~*IY • &oc'• M&:r'"*'I In an:--. 
Counlrtee •le a111Work • 8odology • "loa'I' ~
ogy • ltelWlctll Md til81t:iftllli1Cii &cl1na11 • . 
., ..... ANk,111 • 
..... flrOM: 
A 4 a,,_. ti. L..1.1.. 
LI J lwt' ....... lid, 







MARCH 23-27, 1987 
• 
5 DAYS/4 NIGHTS 
FOR ONLY 489.00 
- - . 
• 
Includes hotel ( double occupancy), air and transfers. 
$100.00 (rion·refundable) deposit due now to hold seat. 
FINAL PAYMENT DUE FEBRUARY 20, 1987. . 
Payments accepted at Cramton Box Office. For more in-
formation contact Office of Student Activities, 636-7003 
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INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES SCHEDULE 
. 19 86-19 8 7 . 
THE FOLLOWING INTRAMURAL ACTIVmES Will TAKE PLACE IN BUH-GYMNASIUM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY BETWEEN THE HOURS Of 2:00 PM 
PM UNTil 4:00 PM (WEICHT ROOMS ONLY) AND 6:00 PM ulllTil t:JO PM HOWARD UNIVERSITY ID CARDS MUST BE DISPLAYED TO ENTER 














NET GAME ACTIVITIES 
MONDAYS AND WEDNESDAYS 
TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS . 
FRIDAYS 
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7:00 ,PM-9:00PM 
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY. 
-
' 







CROSS CITY RUN 
. -
Q 










BASKETBALL THREE ON THREE TOURNAMENT DIVISION NOV. 1'7 
MEN AND WOMEN DIV. 
S K CROSS-CITY FUN RUN 
BASKETBALL CO-ED JUMP SHOOTING CONTEST 
BASKETBALL 
MEN'S LEAGUE 




MEN AND WOMEN DIV. 
SWIMMING MEET 
MEN AND WOMEN DIV. 















SEE SCHEDULE BELOW 
SEE SCHEDULE BELOW 




























DEC. 9 ANd 11 
DEC. 1 







REGISTRATION FOR All INTRAMURAL ACTIVmES Will TAKE PLACE IN ROOM ·LLJJ AND LLJ7 IN THE ARMOUR J. BLACKBURN CENTER RECREA-
TION AREA THE WEEK PTRIOR TO DURING THE WEEk Of STATED ACTIVITY. 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CAU: MR. HERB THOMPSON, INTRAMURAL COORDINATOR 616-7226/27 BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 2:00 AND 
6:00 PM. 
AMERICA'S MOST BEAUTIRJL DOLL ... \ 
©1986 LOMEL ENTERPRtSES, INC. WASH., D.C. 200'1 ! 
~ • 
... r WMtner"'wearsa precious 
lace-trimmed reel an white polka-dot 
dress wltn mate111ng panties, little 
white socks, and "Marv Jane" shoes. 
She even has.pretend gold earrings 
on .her "pierced" ears. and painted 
lips and nails. · 
She's sate and washat>le and has 
soft arms and legs and a cloth Dody 
that feels like a plltow. Children love 
the warm skin tone and soft hair 
they can comt> and style. 




''Top Line Designer's Fashions 














Toll Free 1-800-541-0900 In C311fomla 
caH· 1-800-334·3030. send 539.50 per 
doll plus 53.00 shipping and handling 
to LOMEL, INC., P.O. BOX 2452, Wash., 
o .c: , 20013. Your check, money 
order, VISA, Mastercard and Ameri-
can express are au wetcomed .. Please 
allow 4 to 6 weeks for dettverv. 
LEATHER PANTS AND SKIRTS-WINTER ,COATS·SWEATERS-GLOVES-DRESSES 
SUITS-ACCESSORIES-AND MORE ... 
a.br Wltffn•rnr Is 21 -1nches of fun In de-
lightful "loving color" ! 
Baby Whit, for short stands for wit and wls· 
dom. Her sweet, Intelligent face teaches 
children abOut wtsclom and love through her 
POSltlve Image. Children learn to love tnem· 
selves and to love their parents. Whitney ts 
more tnan a doll-she's a frlend.tP love. 
wouldn 't every little girt In your life !or even 
youl t>e thrilled t>y an adorat>le cuddly doll like 
-r -r-i sne Is so lifelike, It's almost 
like having the real thing -a doll to t>e played 
wltn, Cllerlshed and toved. 
r---------------------------------------1 ' SlmP4V Fiii out ... 11111 ~ 
I For P•teu II IJNW II l Cltl TOii Frll 1 ID'O !41-GIOO 
I In c.lltomal Cllll 1 IDO-JM-5050 I Aeasesendme • ,, • Mc11 •001SatS59.50eacnP1us l ~·~=~~:==~n::=la rSCler1ts add sates tax. 
I 0 1 Piefer to ctwge mv · 
I 0 VISA 0 Mastel'tard 0 Amlntlrl bPI •• ACCOunt HUmbef EXP. Date · 
11 I I I I I I I I 1-·I I I I I I I 
This beautiful, classy doll Is a true work of 
, art, CleSlgned bytnesensltlve and talented ar· 
tlSt, Rosalind Jeffries. order your limited edi-
tion•••• ••s:r,:•todav . 
..... ...... ,., ts available for fundratsers. 




I· ""'°''" - - -- ·-- ---------
1 
Otvl SUtti f ZIP _ _ - .,..,------ --
,__,_~to,.,...IOI'• '••-
I ,.._.,,~ ... --. ....... ""'· 
- -
Oprah Winfrey recently was awarded a first edition BABY 
WHITNEY• doll at the B•ack Media Coalition Conference. · 
Limited supply available. Get yours today at the Pavilion-The Old 
Post Office Buildin1 at 12th and Penn. Avenue N.W. -11 7 days 
a week·. The Toy Box at 2949Ga. Ave. N.W. or call (202) '26-1196 
or toll free 8()().'41--0900 • 
• 
The fint 180 buyers will r'ec:eive the discounted price or $3,.00 • 
' 
' 
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President Cheek's Report Card 
received a pay increase from funds secured by 
Congressman Louis Stokes. 
Tuition and housing cosJs have increased 
"yearly in increments of $200 - $400, while finan-
cial aid has become harder to qualify and longer 
. . 
to receive. 
Student Rapport: Grade C. _ 
During the Christmas holidays, we can all ex-
pect to receive our final fall 1986 semester 
grades, an evaluation of our work over the past 
few months. Like us, Dr. James E. Cheek, 
Howard's president, is charged with a task to 
complete also. Although his final appraisal is 
given by the Board of Trustees, we have 
prepared one for him too. A constant gripe among students has been Dr. :--
Dr. Cheek took a full load this semester, 
registering for the following courses: 
Cheek's air of inacessibility and virtual invisibili-
ty on campus except for major campus eventsf 
like Convocation or Commencement. I. Campus Concerns Administration 002 
2. University Finance 001 
3. Student Rapport 003 
This semester Dr. Cheek has improved ~ ;!"">~--.,.,__,. 
somewhat. He has begun meeting with student ,,, . ,' 
4. Faculty Relations 005 
Campus Concerns Administration: Grade C. 
leaders on a consistent basis, perhaps once a ?',-;:-:. _ _. __ -' .. '-"°' . ....:.. 
month, to discuss_ areas of ~ol!cern. This should # ·"'"·c,-·_. , :-. -' 
While no major buildings were erected this 
term, a parking lot was added. Another lot was 
resurfaced. In addition, the renovation of the 
dental school continued. The administration has 
shown a clear preference for the upkeep of 
academic facilities over dormitories. Meridian 
Hill and Slowe both flooded. Most of the dorms 
have ongoing pest control problems. A substan-
tial number of students, especially graduate, still 
go a long way 1n estabhshtng a reasonably __ ,. ,,. z__-LJ 
f~vorable publi~ image with the students in ad- ;.;.'.- .. ?'/ ~--rL;- · 
d1t1on to being 1n touch with the student body.;£:;?;/~  
While it might be impractical for him to meet 7~:L, . -
with every student, it isn't asking too much that - - -;;- - -
he at least meet with the elected and appointed / R 
student officials. But a casual appearance on /' 
campus or at a game could help even more. 
<.s-
Faculty Relations: Grade B. 
cannot obtain campus housing. _ Dr. Cheek's performance here clearly depends 
on to whom one listens. Certainly the Afro-The shuttle bus arrangement needs a complete 
overhaul. Buses run irregularly, and too few 
buses serve the dorms during the peak hours of 
usage which make for cramped and unsafe 
I riding conditions. The hawk is out and will pro-
bably swoop through the shuttle bus stops soon. 
Afro-American Studies was finally mandated, 
but the course is to be administered outside the 
Afro-American Department. Also, the proposal 
was unwisely modified to a~ students to 
choose any course in the department to satisfy 
the requirement. The initial student petition 
specifically requested ~fro-American Studies I, 
which provides a comprehensive overview of the 
entire spectrum of-;4.fro~American history and -
not just a__tiny, specii!lized fragment like many 
of the .Qther i;9urses. 
University Finance: Grade B. 
American department, under close scrutiny since 
the course proposal last year, and the law 
school, under even closer watch since the grades 
fiasco last year, might have a different point of 
view than the business school, which just mov-
ed into a brand new $11 million structure in 
1984. 
After a four year pay freeze, faculty members 
are awaiting pay raises.tlut, still many faculty 
members and entire departments are a\vaiting 
funds and the time-off necessary for research. 
So, this semester's grades are: C, B, C, and 
B. But the grades in Student Rapport (C) and 
Facully Relations (B) are repeat courses, 
substituting earlier grades of D and C respec-
tively. If he were enrolled in any other Howard 
school-o~her than liberal arts, his semester grade 
point average would have been a 2.5, up from 
a 2.2 the year before. But since Dr. Cheek is 
a liberal arts student, his substituted grades must 
be averaged. Therefore his hard work and 
diligence goes -unrewarded as the newly averag-
ed and final GPA reverts back to a 2.2; a C-. 
With a Congressioirt'11eadership spending 
more on defense and l~ss and less on education, 
Dr. Cheek fared well in securing appropriations 
for the year. However, a larger endowment 
capable of-sustaining the university is a better 
course of action than an ongoing dependence 
of the federal government. The faculty finally < ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
• 
Black c_etJ.eges battle dissolution • -' -
The Texas Legislature recently,an-
nounccd recommendations by its 
Select Committee on Higher Educa-
tion to ''streamline higher education 
in Texas.•• ' · 
This ''streamlining," according to 
The TSU Herald (tlie student 
newspaper of Texas Southern 
University in Houston). calls for the 
phasing out of Texas' black univer-
sities. How ludicrous could the peo-
ple in Austin really be? 
Well, we ·-should have known 
something like this was sure to hap-
pen. Jn a recent issue of Ebon ., the 
magazine reported the efforts o en-
nessec St-ate officials to force en-
ncssec . Stat~ University to eq 3 its 
white enrollment to a.,.bout the same 
as its black cnrollme'nti. Is there some 
''movement'' within state govern-
t ments to slowly, but surely rid our 
Country of ·1s bistorically black 
uni.vertjties1 'I ' 
Eunice 'Woods, presid~nt of Texas 
Southern Uni~qs~U) ~tudcnt 
Govtr:t'\!Pcnt -Assoc11lt1on said her 
orp.nization finds ttle recommenda-
tions ''totally unaa:cptable . (TSU 
students) are mobilizing to present 
their convictions to the Texas 
Legislature when the Select Commit-
. -
tee presents its observations 1n 
January.'' · 
According to The TSU Herald , 
''Local newspapers (repor1ed) 
George Mitchell, a Houston 
(representacive) of the Selecc Com-
mittee as saying Texas Southern 
· should be phased out over the next 
decade because it is perpecuacing 
sgregation. '' 
This past weekend, the TSU SGA, 
TSU Board of Regents Member 
Naomi Cox Andrews and Frenchy's 
Creole Fried Chicken sponsored 
three busloads of studentS who 
travelled to Austin co lobby against 
the Committee's recommendation. In 
all, about 200 students participated, 
and the meeting had to be moved 
rrom the capitol's senate chambers to 
the L.B. Johnson Library. 
The Committee was initial-
ly formed to find ways to save 
money, yet it has somehow decided 
that TSU, a school that ~ produc-
ed about 30 percent or thdnation's 
minority pharmacists and has had a 
so·-percent pass rat~ on its students' 
ba.I...£.xa.Jll.S is not worth funding._ 
This weekend, according to 
Vanessa Brooks, the sophomore class 
president, they will be sponsoring an 
Life C>n the Hill 
The biting nip of the approaching 
winter finally replaces the warm 
breezes of July. A few stores, with 
candy red ribbons and frosty, fake 
snow, set up joyous holiday displays. 
Students scurry off to the library, 
hastily completing final papers. And 
so, another frantic fall semester nears 
completion. And me? I _just want to 
10 home. 
I simply want to wake up in my old 
bed, in my old room, in my old 
house, in my old neighborhood ... 
(let the picture ?) I don't have lots 
of e11er1Y to expend. I'm tired. I want 
to be oomeplllcc that doesn't require 
IUIYlhinl new from me, wbeR I know 
what to OJtpect. 
In my holtle, I know not ~!' bans 
OUI 111 niJbt Sllunlay and not::iit able 
to ottend cburdl S •ay. I know not 
. to mak• pl1• for Friday nlaht until 
i know wluII •"9e I'm apected to 
work Sllurday morniq. I know not 
to lock the lanndry room on a chilly 
ev '• u•!lese I want to bar our 
Ill Shird bo•llna dclti••llY Ill ni&ht 
Iona ill plOClll. 
k'• for tile lialplo 1binp I ,am. 
I , oer quite .._ jtllt - IOOChina bo••· deljllte IQ rou1ine, could be. 
It ii tile >ay r.mllllrlly of._ and 
illll c II for whidl I can 
al•aw lswi ta such 
love and attention the moment you 
arrive home. By the n'ext day, the 
next hour on one occasion, 
everything is back to normal. 
My baby sister's constant phone 
maneuverings prompts my mother to 
threaten calling the local phone com-
pany. My phone bill becomes the 
source of a family discussion, if not 
scandal. My baby sister will borrow 
my car; my older sister will loan me 
her car with a full tank; I'll of course 
return it empty. But then she'll ask 
me to keep my nephew for a few 
hours. I won't refuse. Then I'll have 
him the next day and the day after . 
Oh well no problem, I pick up my . 
niece, swins by and get my twin 
dauahters and off we'll fO to the 
white, sandy beach. In Miami, you 
can still do that in December. 
That's what I want for Chrisrmas. 
home sweet home. But alas it won't 
all be sweet. Some parts will surely 
grate the nervn. I'll have to listen to 
my daddy about somcthina. It 
doesn't really matter what. But he'll 
10 on and on and on ... It's like he's 
tryina to cram the months of conver-
sations I've missed while here in 
Wuhi..,aon into a few short weeks. 
The 1tr1111C is that I always do 
Ill D WldW -m•1• . ., ·w.. 
nltablJ bia th1nk'• la _.. 
' 
entourage of more 1ha11 10 busloads 
or students to again 1ravel to Austin 
to lobby the legislature. This! time 
about 900TSU students are expected 
10 attend. Members or the Universi-
ty of Texas Black Student Union and 
Huston-Tillo1son Col lege- a 
historically black, methodist colleee 
in Austin will take part . 
Howard students are asked to sign 
the petitions being circulated by 
members of the Texas Club and the 
Communications Student Council. 
The petitions signal our support and 
will be presented 10 the legislature 
along with others currently ci r~ 
culating at other historically black 
colleges and universities. · 
Several Howard s1udents and 
alumni will be joining in the rally in 
December 10 present~· the petitions 
because anything that affects one of 
''us'_' affects all of ''us." Without 
TSU and its ''open admissions'' 
policy, many young black minds will 
never beab'le to obtain an education 
beyond high school . 
Robert L. Frelow, Jr. 
Vice Presidenl, School of 
Communicalions 
' 
later decision or action. __ _ 
It's my mom's turn nexl. She has 
a different approach, and sometimes 
it seems even more effective. While. 
she w9n 't sit me on a stoop and talk 
me unconscious like my pops. she'll 
get her poinu ac:roos nonetheless. She 
tup on emotion. One took into those 
bit. sad, aenerous eyes and I melt. 
But llill, call it stress or manipula-
tion, the point is I know it's the.-e and 
I know what to expect. I know them 
all too well. And that's what I want 
now, to be~ and feet secure 
in lettina - my auard, free or 
41MR 1191 .apptcbcnsion. I r 1a, 
don't want much for Christmas, just 
a much needed break. 
• 
• 
Afro course to Afro dept. 
• • 
l 
The issue of a required and October 1985 . After Dr. Taylor This course would invigorate 
undergraduate course in Afro- made a final report to Dr. Check, she students to further pursue particular 
American Studies was raised in 1986, was asked to present the recommen- 'avenues of black studies if they have 
but it was just passed in June of 1986 dation to the Steering Committee of been exposed to all of them. This is 
by the Board of Trustees for incom- the Campus Senate. The General why we demand that the department 
ing freshmen in the r all of 1987. Council later approved the proposal, leadership and faculty be con-
Without a doubt, it is clear that cer- which called for a university-wide re- siderably upgraded to accomodate 
tain underlying issues regarding the quirement in Afro-American Studies such a formidable task.. 
required course in Afro-American that should be interdisciplinary in A menu -of couiSCs would saf,' to 
Studies be disc11ssed boldly and nature but not housed in the Afro- the world that Howard is not trUly 
honestly . . · American Studies dCpartment. committed to Bla~k Studies by tell-
There are those who believe that So, filled with its ambiguities, ~he ing many students to take re-
this course should require students to proposal passed the Board of quirements they already would have 
lake one of several already existing Trustees in June 1986. A band of ap- to 1ake. Also several courses would 
Black Studies courses, in order to ad- proximately six people called the patentially threaten the continued ex· 
dress what Dr. Cheek has professed Design Committee were charged with istencc of the department given that 
as the ''abysmal .. ignorance'' of formating the cburse which will float students no longer desire to take 
Howard students on the African- arou~d out~ide of the Afro-American courses from an ilfeady shrinking 
. American experience. - - Studies Department . A lot of ques- department and the administration 
However, this contradicts the tions have gone Uf!answered~ is also verbally and visibly hostile 
original intent of the 2,500 students Why was the Design Committee re- toward its presence. 
who petitioned Dr. Cheek and the quired to design a course that by the Those Who argue that one course 
Board o(Trustees in March 1985 for nature of the ~<d'• martdat.e can 1111"ql!ld1r.e..sJrJg l!u4~n.I c~Cl' ,should 
· 3 ' f~quifed' cd\ifse in Afr'.6'-AmeriCan ,, brity t;e a~''~c~o·• df'SClccted courses realize the validity of·~ stud •ts 
Studies (obviously housed in the already ex1st1ng? ~by , ha~e Dr. whoaremajoringineVcryi:hingfrom 
Arro-American Studies Depanmerit). ~heck and Dr. Michael .w1nst?"· administrative justice to zoology tak-
The approach for a ''smorgasbord v1ce·presidcnt for academic .affa1!s, ing a comprehensive and well-
of present classes'' is admirable, but both expressed great an1m<?s1ty de·visCd course as incomina . 
somewhat akin to a ''band·aid upon toward the department and restncted t·reshmen. It would be a powerful 
cancer' ' in addressing the lack of its monetary and human reso~rces statement that could greatly expand 
awareness permeating the minds of f~r improvement? Is ~oward Un1ver- the perspective of Howard graduates 
young Howard scholars. In address- s1ty really committed tow a.rd and fortify their commitment to 
ing the history of the required course alleviating the ''abysmal_.· ·.•g· Howard after they are gone and their 
movement, we will address why we norance,'' of students by cstabl1sh1ng commitment to the black communi-
think that the mandate of the Board ~ course ~jthin .th~ ~epartmeot that ty for a lifetime. 
of Trustees (passed in June, 1986) 1s already 1nterd1sc1pl~nary~ ~rare "!"e The students asked for a required 
must be amended to allow this course more coQccrned with g1v1ng lip- course in the Afro-American Studies 
to be housed in the Afro-American service to black liberation? department . We hope that Howard 
Studies Department . Som~ would contend t~at only o_ne University has not strayed from its 
Not to support such an effort course 1n the Afro-~mer1can .studies mission, that it serves the interests of 
would be to say that the the study of department would insult the 1ntcllec- others contrary to the interests of 
the cultural, historical, political. tual fortitude of the pr~fesso~s those for whom it was founded ... the 
economic, and social experience of already teaching Black Studies. This students! 
African-Americans (and possibly is not tr1;1e .. We ask ou.r p~o.res~rs not 
African people) is nothing more than to fall v1ct1m to tunnel v1s1on 1n pro-
an ''exotic enterprise ;•• not relevant tecting ••turf'' 8!'d to i~t.ead consider HUSA Black 
for a black student in a predominant- the overwhelming .pos1t1ve cffec~s a Colleclivr 
Jy white society· and that is course that deals with all and no1 JUSt 
dangerous! . • some aspects of the African-




Cathcart and Manotti Jc:nkins HUSA _________________________ ....,.;..... 
administration made an all·out push 
for the University to approve the re-
quired course in Afro-American 
Studies l. Their reasons for ad-
vocating this course were two-fold: I) 
Howard students, as predominantly 
Afro-American, need to study and · 
undcrsta11d their history and culture, 
or the ''Mecca of Black Education'' 
label Howard assumes is a farce; 2) 
The Afro-American Studies and 
African Studies Departments need to 
be supported, not diminished, as was 
the notior, of top administrators, to 
maintain Howard's distinction in 
''Black Education'' and service to the 
black community worldwide. 
In that same year, Afro-American 
Studies had suffered a budget cut or 
$20,000, the dismissal of two of its 
mos1 popular and provocative pro-
f essors (West and Colon), and a pro-
posed plan (still ready for implemen-
tation) to move the dcpanment from 
the central location of the third floor 
of Founder's Library out to the 
''Bantustans'' . of the old School of 
Business on Sherman Avenue. The 
notorious silence of the department's 
leadership throuahout the ordeal 
hasn't helped matters. 
When student protestors con~ 
fronted Dr. Check in Mudt t983 and 
Trustee Board Chairman Dr. 
Geraldine P. Woods, who wu 
unaware of the precipitatina events, 
with the 2,.!00 pcdJiona, Dr. Cb11k 
hastily informed the HUSA le1dt11 
chat a tuk: force he been fCNo&td 
April I, 1985 10 study tbe)l'OllOlll. 
Dr. Estelle Taylor, 11...-D11D 
of Liberal Ans, ®•'••• die talk 
fon:e. A to<al or 13 Mll1 1• Md 13 
administraton and (-=ul!J mtl'bWi, 
lppOinted by Dr. Cheek, 1M OD tile 
co11tmittee. Not one m1M1r of'tlle 
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W•yne E. JKbo•ITitt Hllllop 
(hom Wt) Jim Huftt and Steven Sanders of Hunt & Sanden. ''We may 
be ~yf!Onymous in ·nomenclatuN one day with Me11 ii Lynch'' • Sanden. 
' . 
Business 





By J. Llo)'d Jackson 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Each year about. 5QO,OOO en-
trepreneurs enter the U .S. 
marketplace, according to the 
Department of Commerce. Unfor-
tunately, 80 percent of these new ven-
tures fail . 
entered the entrepreneur market in 
April of this year. 
According to .Sanders, ''Our big-
gest problems §-9" far have been very 
positive probh!ms, the' types of pro-
blems that people in our business like 
to have, such as finding enough time 
to see all the people that we want to 
see.'' . · 
both of whom are Howard 
graduates. Hunt, 32, explained that 
as financial advison their services are 
structured to serve the personai 
fin1;ncial needs of the profcsional an'Ct 
business ~arketplaces . 
Plannina is very important in 
working with individuals or firms 
• Sanders str~. ''In working with 
individuals for c;xample. we look at 
where they are today, where they 
would like to go and we put together 
a program to help them get where it 
is they would like to go. We do cash 
now analysis. a balance sheet and 
take a financial terperment [atti(udes 
risk taking, where assets arc present-
ly invested ~nd investment interest],'' 
Sanders said. 
Some of the financial advice and 
planning Hunt & Sanders offer to 
businesses include preparing buy/ sell 
agreements, formulating executives 
and employees' benefits pension 
plans. In addition, the firm also of-
fers counseling and referrals to a 
stock brokerage house to investment 
clubs. The brokerage house Sanders 
added ''is also run by Howard 
grads." . 
Entrepreneurship was a natural 
i:hoice for Hunt who says that his 
decision to go into business for 
himself was influenced by the fact 
that operating his own business is a· 
family tradition . ''I'm a fourth 
generation entrepreneur.'' he said. 
After graduating from Howard in 
1977 Hunt worked in corporate 
financial services and sales with 
Owens Corning Fiberglass, of 
Milwaukee. Upon leaving the com-
pany in 1984, he decided to merge his 
sales and financial experiences, but in 
his own business. 
Sanders, 26 said, ''It was in my 
sophomore or junior year that I had 
finished an intcrship when I decided 
that I wanted to go into· my own 
business." Upon graduating in 1982, 
he worked as an employee benefit 
representative with Aetna Life and 
Oasualty and for Mellon Bank in 
Pittsburgh as a credit analyst trainee. 
Both agreed that being natives of 
Philadelphia influenced their decision 
to establish their business in that ci-
ty, ''Because Philadelphia is 
centrally-located between New York 
and Washington, D.C. We both 
thought it was the perfect little hub 
for getting things started, '' Hunt 
said . If the success rate seems bleak for 
businesses in general its even bleaker 
for minority-owned ventures. 
Minority businesses, according to the 
Department of Commerce, ac-
counts ~·forJ Only· S percen1 ..... -0f all 
~ :AJnericinl&bSincsses and arc twice as 
likely to fail . 
Hunt & Sanders, located 1510 
\\1alnut Street, specializes in tax, in· 
vestment, financial, pension, and 
eState planning. The firm also sells an 
array of financial products such as 
limited partncrshi'ps, mutual funds 
annu lries, and' lffe ··arrd disability 
insurances. 
The success of Hunt and Sanders 
are also due in part to the working 
relationshiP bCtwCCn the partners, 
Of major importance to both 
financial advisors is the devlopment 
of strategies ·10 encourage increased 
participation of blacks in the invest-
ment mar~et . Hunt and Stevens 
believe that in the past blacks were 
adverse to risks, ''wanting to store 
our money away under the mat-
tress,'' adding that previous reluc-
tance by blacks to invest was partial-
ly due to the lack of financial educa-
tion and invcstmCnt opportunities 
• 
Jim Hunt andi . Steve Sanders, 
financial advisors of the firm Hunt 
& Sanders, based tn Philadelphia, 
• 
WSS Makes GREAT Sense. 
WS.S can prepare }'OU ror a career in 
business now! 
WSS students train on the latest 
office equipment like WANG and 
IBM PCs. We prepare people for suc-
cessful careers in clerical , secretarial 
and ~ministrative positions, \\Urd 
proces<;in.g:o computerized bookkeeping, 
computer operation and rnore. 
• Morning, afternoon, and evening 
classes start monthly. 
• Financial aid available if you qualify. 
• Convenient downto\\'11 location. 
• Lifetime placement 3$iStance. 
For more.than 60 years, WSS has 
been training and placi1ig graduates in 
su~ful business careers all over the, 
Wa..hingt<>n , DC area. WSS students 
• 
learn the skills they need to 
earn the salaries they want. 
Call W&S today at 
457-1818 
2020 K Street, NW 




IS AN MBA IN YOUR 
available to them. · 
According to Hunt , blacks had a 
tendency to gravitate towards in-
vesting in real estate which is gcncral-
ly]>erceived as ''safe'' investment. He 
added however, that ''real estate 
although good investment, is not li-
quid, ... diversification is the key to 
having a good investment portfolio.'' 
The advisors say there is definite-
ly an increased interest in the black 
community in investment. ''People 
a~e h
0
ungry for investment. They just 
dtdn t know you could start with a 
small amount of money,• • Hunt said. 
''Financial freedom of SS per 
day,'' Hunt said, 1' is one topic we 
cover in our seminars ." 
-Investing SS per day, starting at age 
30, and receiving an average return 
a~ l)'annually on this savings accor-
ding to Hunt will yield $12 million by 
age 65. 
Presently Hunt and Sanders do all 
the public relations, sales, and ad-
ministrative needs assisted by an 
associate, Deanna Shelton. Plans for 
the firm include bringing in an ad-
ministrative assistant and another 
ass<;>cic!cin 1987 and opening a D.C. 
office 1n two years, ''But right now 
we want to keep a handle on things . 
We arc enjoying the freedom of not 
having to manage a staff,'' Sanders 
added. _ 
Talking about the development of 
Hunt & Sanders, both partners said 
that ''we arc never satisfied. We arc 
somewhat pleased. We are always 
looking forward to bigger and better 
things . We may be synonomous in 
nomenclature one day with Merril 
· Lynch,'' said Sanders jokingly, but 
the: dint in his eyes betrayed his 
seriousness. 
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Liberal A-rts 
• =- - -
Degree 
By Steph1nie H. Davis 
Hill1op Staff Repor1er 
The College of Liberal Arts has 
been running a close fourth in 
popularity with the growth of the 
schools of Business, Engineering, and 
Communications. However, the Col-
lege of Liberal Arts has much more 
to offer than students realize and· 
many ~mployers are beginning to 
recognize the value of a liberal 
education. 
According to the Career Oppor-
tunites and Outlook booklet provid-
ed by the Educational Advisory 
Center in Locke Hall, ''The liberal 
arts graduate is equipped with judge-
ment, leadership, persuasiveness im~ 
agination, industiousness, and ~ther 
qualities. Liberal arts graduates make 
· successful bankers, merchants 
advertising executives, diplomats' ~liticians, journalists and placemen; 
directors to name just a few.'' The 
c~c;>ice for majors is very diver-
s1f1ed, from Afro-American studies 
and Anthropolgy to Russian and 
Zoology, and Liberal Arts is one of 
.the few schools that offers something 
for everyone. · · 
When someone says that they are 
an English major most people think 
that that person wants to teach. 
There arc several other fields open to 
English majors s.uch as editing, c~m­
pute~ progr~mm1ng, data processing, 
public relations, law, television or 
ra.dio s.criptwriting. Compatible 
minors for the English major include 
business, political science, history 
and philosophy . 






By Klmiltrly !f, Wriglll 
Hilltop Starr Reporter 
Individuals interested in the many 
fac~ts of communications may 
register for the Howard University 
School of Communication's An· 
· nual Communications Conference. 
Registration for the event ends Jan 9. 
The event will be held Feb. 19-21 on 
t he main campus of Howard 
University . 
Since 1972, the communications 
conference has informed students, 
alumni, and professionals of current 
trends in the industry. Next year's 
gathering will continue this tradition 
with over 40 panels, seminars, 
workshops, and special events. 
Virginia 0 . Stewart, community ser~ 
vices specialist and assistant to the 
coordinator of the conference, highly 
recommends the program. 
. '.'It's an important netwo~king ac-
t1v1ty for students who wish to meet 
the movers and shakers of the com-
munications industry,'' Stewart said. 
The co!lfercncc begins Thursday, 
Feb. 19 wuh 10 professional develop-
ment workshops and media executive 
seminar for black journalists . 
Another seminar entitled ''Com-
puterized Journalism lnsiruction'' 
will also be conducted. It features 
popular . 
_opens doors 
' . ' prof~r in theJ;:naJ_ish_departm'ent, 
recommmends Eni11sh qi a major 
''For those who have a dc'sirc to use 
their language skills." She feels that 
English as a major ''puts on in touch 
with his world and helps him unders-
tand the meaning of life. Most peo-
ple want to know how to make a liv-
ing but first you must know how to 
live.'' 
The Department of German-
Russian is one of the more obscure 
departments in which a person can 
maj~r. Ger.man-Ru~sian majors may 
go into 1nternat1onal business 
foreign relations, imports and ex: 
port.s, international banking, or be 
foreign correspondents for radio and 
television. The opportunities for 
minorities in these areas arc great 
because blacks and other minorities 
have not been well represented . 
Paul Logan, chairman of the 
Department of German-Russian, 
feels that this is because we, as 
minorities, '' limit ourselves to certain 
areas because we, as minorites, ''limit 
ourselves· to certain areas because we 
feel we cannot identify. We need 'to 
open our minds to other areas and ex-
plore them. '' Since Germany and 
Russia do not have large blac~ 
populations the chance is great that 
there might be misconceptions runn-
ing rampant but, said Logan, ''Un-
til we get where we can tell our own 
story no one \\.'ill ever know'' and a 
major in German7Russian could be a 
means to that end. 
One of the most misunderstood 
majors in liberal art~ is Physical 
Education and Recreation . Contrary 
to popular belief, physcial_educa(ion 
• is not an ''easy'' major."ID fact an 
undergraduate physic:al educalion 
major receives a Bachelor of ~
degree because of all the reliuired 
science courses. Upon sndlWion 
they are qualified to teach, not only 
traditional sports such u baseball 
and football, but often other councs 
such as math, science and history. 
Physical education araduates may 
also coach and lead youth and adult 
groups offering proarams of physical 
activity such as the YMCA, summer 
camps, and Boy> and Girls clubs. 
With. the popularity of recreational 
fitness in the U.S., opportunities are 
also available in health clubs and 
spas. 
Phillip Cunningham, an instructor-
in the Department of Physical Educa-
tion and Recreation, recommends the · 
major for ''those who are interested 
in physical activity and want to 
teach.'' Since the enrollment in 
physical education has been dropp-
ing, Cunningham stresses, that 
''there is a great need for minority 
teachers and coaches in non-
traditional sports such as tennis, 
swimming., wrestling and tac kwon 
do.'' 
. The purpose of a college education 
is not only to prepare a person for the 
work world but also for life. Liberal 
arts graduates are said to be better 
educated overall, are more" prepared 
to enters diverse fields, and tend to 
change careers more successfully over 
time. According to Ncmb.hard, 
liberal arts students are better 
prepared for life. because ''its 
humanistic thrust helps one to .. 
become really educated.'' 
Roy ~Is 
V1rvinio Stewart (rifht) ,..,..,,. stud••••• for job lnle; +fews for the 
Howard UniYenity School of CotnmunicalioM Cos•aa ce lalt Febsum r. 
software from journalism educators 
representing IS black colleges and 
universities. 
Renee Poussaint, -Wj·LA news an-
chor, will moderate the Open Plenary 
Session featuring .distinguished 
panelists Dwight Ellis, vice president 
of minority special services for the 
National Association of Broadcasters 
and columnist Manning Mara.hie . 
Geneva Smitherman, professor at 
Wayne State University and author 
of ''Black Power is Black Language'' 
and "Talkin' and Testifyin': The 
Language · of Black America,'' will 
also be among the Open Plenary 
panelists. 
The fcb. 20 sessions will be follow-
ed by the Annual Luncheon where a 
highly acclaimed minority com-
municator will deliver the keynote ad 
dress. Awards for excellence will then 
be presented to other outstanding 
journalists and communtcarors. -'-
Feb. 21, the conference ends with 
the Closing Plenary Session featuring 
Kenneth Tollett of Howard 
University and the Washington Post 
columnist, Rudolph Pyatt . The 
Frederick Douglass Dinner and 
Dance and will close the 1987 
conference. 
In addition to the conference ac-
tivities, conferees may participate in 
at least seven special conferlJlCC evetits 
Recruiters and· professiorials may · 
take advantage of the Annual Job 
Fair and may contact Lawrence 
Kaggwa for m~re information at 
,6)6-7855, 
Howard University students and 
other college students across the na-
tion may participate in the Student 
Research Paper Competition by· con-
tributing scholarly papers regarding 
current issues in the communications 
fields. For more information contact 
Oscar Gandy at 6 36'-7690 
- . ( 
Dec. produces job 




By T. Doitlse Asbury, 
Hill1op Staff Reponer 
December marks the end of either 
students first semester in college, yCt 
another semester, or their final 
semester period. 
For those who find themselves 
fianally graduated after Dec. 14th, 
the month is truly one of mixed emo-
tions of joy upon finally beina: a col-
lege graduate. and the uncertainty of 
what graduation brings, includina the 
hope of being employed full-time, 
and finally ''on your own'' by the 
time the arim reaper has passed into 
the New Year . 
Many colleae seniors are being 
prepped on the advantaaes of waiting 
to araduate in December u opposed 
to May. One of the most appee•ina 
advantqes is that it will probably be 
cuier 10 fmd. a job in Decen1ber as 
opposed to May due to less 
competition. 
Lawrence Kqawa, chairman of 
the Department of Journalism at 
Howard Univenity, encour-aes pro-
ie!"e araduata to wait until 
mber becat11e they will have 
moze W. to pull up tbelz O.P .A. do 
a fall i111«1blp, aatl bl -Iller able IO 
l1nd ~-JU?'• *wtl' t&ll wlll • 
be119111 I II lid 11ml 1-
sndu- 11 It ii In May. 
A personnel spokesperson from 
'U.S. News and World Report 
disagrees ''We look for experienced 
job candidates i"n their field. Should 
'a prospective entry.level candidate 
come to us, they can expect to do lit-
tle more than gopher run errands. 
Our market opens up in the summer 
when we hire interns. but no other 
time.•• 
Samuel Hall, director of the 
Howard University Career Planning 
and Placement Center said. ''May is 
always better because business coin-
'cide their ca1Cf1!1cr year to take in en-
try level and recent araduates at this 
time.•• ' 
Hall explained that althouah the 
marltd is not u --•nted wilb re-
cent anduata in D11w••ber u ii is in 
May and the compcdlion may not be 
as stiff, he cominued to.,... thlll lhe 
market is better -* for hirina 
in late May. 
Kitt Ca"W, a D1c1•ber 1915 
araduate rn-1111 eor a• or Ubza:il 
Ana said, ••t f •91: I Fir think it 
mauenwb1n __ ..,.,...ror 
iollo. or If J011'&9elr11dj ln-lbi job 
market. W111D I 11ad•'lzetl, I -
.al-, WIW ..... la a JM rlllrl IO 
my "rid.'' 
...!"rl': 









_n_semble brings_depth to Howard 
, 
By Sonya Ram,.d 
Hilltop Staff Rcporl: 
Spirit is the title of 1hc Howard University~s a~Dcpilrtment's 
dance concc riday, 'NOv. 21 and 22 
at Ira Ald,tidgc Theatre. 
Wi1h oVtr 30 dancers composed of 
drama students and Howard Dance 
Ensemble members, Spirit promises 
to be a spiritual jeurney through the 
art of dance. 
··1 go11he idea for the title," said 
John Perpener, coordinator of the 
COO\.'t'Tt, ''because most of the pieces 
of choreography deals with some 
asp«t of the spirit of black people. 
All of 1he pi"'es in some sense arc 
spiritual.'' 
The program \Viii consist of ei~ht 
dit'ferent pieces of choreography, in-
cluding three pieces by Perpener, two 
pi~cs b)' Or. Gwen Lewis, a dance 
' professor with the Physical Educa-
tion department, one piece by guest 
artist Lloyd Whitmore, a piece by 
Wayne Yorke, a drama student from 
Trinidad and one piece by drama stu-
dents Nia Love and Zenaide Silva, 
here on a Fullbright fellowship from 
Brazil. 
Along with Lloyd Whitmore, who 
is formerly of the Philadelphia Dance 
Company and the D.C. Contem-
porary Dance Company, Elana 
Anderson, currently of- the D.C. 
Contemporary Dance Company will 
also be a gue} t artist . 
''I felt that I wanted to compose 
a concert of choreography that had 
a certain amount of depth and was 
jusl nol simply dancing to music ," 
Perpener said. 
For exaJllple, Lewis' work in 1he 
concert is dedicated to Winnie 
Mandela and will be performed to 
Jeffrey Osborne's moving song, 
''Soweto''. This work is to 
acknowledge the courage and 
unrelenting faith of black women in 
the liberation struggle have had to 
maintain, according to Lewis. 
One of Perpencr's pieces, entiiled 
'' lcon,' ' done to the gospel song, 
''Old Mary Don't You Weep'' sung 
by Aretha Franklin, · tries to capture 
the fervor of religious faith, he said. 
- Yorke's piece,,.''She,'' deals with 
several aspects of the beauty of the 
black woman . 
''l planned the show with balance 
and variety,''said Perpener. ''Some 
of the pieces are very intense and 
others have a lighter theme. A 
balanced program helps to keep the 
audience's attention. '' 
The concert is sponsored by the 
College of Fine Arts Department of 
D_rama and Perpener received a great 
Jazz greats to appear 
·in · Howard concert 
By Sonya Ramsey and W. A. Brower 
Hill1op Staff Rq>artcr 
• 
On Tuesday Dec. 2, Howard 
University's College of Fine Arts and 
Department of Music will present an 
array of artists including vocalist, 
Nancy Wilson and guitarist Stanley · 
Jordan, in a special evening of music 
to honor jazz great, Dexter Gordon. 
The Terence Blan -
chard/ Donaldson Harrison Quintet, 
trumpeter Jon Faddis and the 
Howard Univer~ity Jazz Ensemble 
will also perform.The concert will be-
held at Cramton Auditorium, 2400 
. 6th St. N .W. Hosted by Con-
gressman John Conyers and Art 
Cromwell from WPFW-FM . 
''The concert began as a two-fold 
idea. First, we decided that we were 
going to present a concert during the 
first semester . The events turnea 
from the success of the movie 
''Round Midnight''-the interest grew 
' in Dexter Gordon," said Arthur 
Dawkins, Coordinator of the jazt 
studies department. 
At six-foot-five-inch~s. Dexter 
Gordon, who will be present, has 
been a towering figure in jazz since 
the mid 1940's when he became the 
first tenor saxophonist to forge a 
distinctive style based on the innova-
tions of Charlie Parker, thus pointing 
the way for a generation of sax-
ophonist that incl~ded Sonny Rollins 
and John Coltrane. 
Gordon's reputation assumed 
legendary status in 1976 when he 
became an active and brilliant force 
on the American scene again, after 
several years residence in Europe. 
Now Gordon has stirred both the 
· jazz and cinema worlds with his mov-
ing portrayal of an expatriate Jazz· 
man in the film ''Round Midnight' '· 
-a portion of which will be shown 
during the course of the evening. 
The soundtrack represents Gor-
don's only recording in the last 
several ycars--during which time he 
has been slowed down by illness. 
In · addition to the performance, 
many accolades will be bestowed on 
Gordon including presentations given 
by the D.C. Commission on the Arts 
and Humantities, the Office of 
Mayor Marion Barry, the Smithso-
nian Institute, National Jazz Service 
Organization, JazzmoQile, and Jazz 
"Times Publications, aCcording to 
Dawkins. 
Initiated by the Jazz Studi~s Divi-
sion of the Howard University 
Department of Music, this concert is 
part of an outstanding program that 
offers both undergraduate and 
graduate degree in jazz studies, the 
Howard University Jazz Ensemble, 
Jazz Rcpetory Orchestra, and a Jazz 1 
Oral History Project 
~'The proceeds or this concert will 
go to establish a Dexter Gordon 
scholarship for outstanding Howard · 
jazz students,'' Dawkins said. 
Having just returned from atrium-
phant tour of the The Peoples' 
Republic of China, the Howard 
University Jazz Ensemble will feature 
trumpet virtuoso Jon Faddis, as a 




group of the Jazz Ensemble and 
other jazz students will be going to f • d • 
six countries in Africa including Mali, in Jazz ...,_ 
Senegal, Zambia, Kenya, Zimbwabc, I 
and -the Up~r Volta in February, -- emoti•onal 
stated Dawkins. ' 
In addition to Howard University's 
College of Fine Arts, Department of 
Music, and the University--wide 
Cultural Committee, resources from 
several sponsors 'have been critical in 
making this very special evening 
possible. 
They include the National Endow-
ment for the Arts, George Butler and 
CBS Records, Warner Brothers Pic-
tures, American Airlines and George 
Jackson, Blue Note Records, and 
Capital City Juz Festivals, Inc . 
Admission to the concert is $10 for 
the general public and $7 .SO to 
Howard students with identification. 
• 
traditional 
By Son_ya Ramsey and 
Thorp< 
Hilliop Staff Rcporlcr 
Quine) 
Once again, out of New Orleans, 
a new jazz phenomenon has emerg-
ed. Building on the traditional to 
delv.e into new jazz styles, Terence 
Blaiichard and oOnald Harrison are 
blazing a new trail for themselves in 
the jazz arena. 
A Soldier's Play 
'' Ja:Zz is a tradition," asserts Har-
rison, ''one that has been passed 
down from Sidney Bechel, Louis 
Armstrong, to Johnny Hodges and 
Roy Eldridge, to Dizzy Gillespie, 
Charlie Parker and Lester Young, to 
Miles Davis, John Coltrane and 
Wayne Shorter. Terence Blanchard 
and I arc direct descendents or this 
line of tradition." UDC effort makes grade 
By Gale Mitch<ll 
Hilltop Starr Reporter 
The time 1944; the place, Fort 
Neale, La. A hea''Y blues melody can 
be heard in the background. It is ,a 
sad melody that can only make one 
think about the hardships of its 
writer. This is the setting and the 
mood of A Soldiers Pfa.y which open· 
ed at the University of the District of 
Columbia Nov. 14. 
This production, which played to 
a capacity crowd, was the basis for 
hi&hly acclaimed movie A Soldiers 
Story. Wlii1e1iaving a few flaws, the 
play was quite en.tertaining and cap-
tured the humor and emotions of the 
audience. 
The story basically surrouhds the 
mysterious death of a black scargent 
durina World War II. Lawrence 
Allen is Ser1eant Vernon C. Waters, 
who before his murder, drove his 
company to liate him because of his 
bllRd for his fellow blacks. 
1lle cbaractcr of Seraeant waters 
fills one with pity more th81} con-
iempt. Watcn WU an anary man fill-
ed with llatred for his own race. In 
the movie, the ........,t is more cold 
and e1lcul1tina and his character has 
more depth and. lmqination. The 
-.r•nt in this production, is por-
trayed more at an anary, barkin1 
~ cblilcter of Capcain Richard 
O......,ort - played by Roderick 
Olrr. Hilcbaracter, u in the moYie, 
ill porblJld with dlpily and 11yle. g•.:;:.J. 2 fa•1•rce WM acepdmal-
Private C.J . Memphis, as played 
by Wayne Harris and ca·ptain 
C harles Taylor, played by Cris Ban-
sham also came across well. The 
characterization of C.J. was well per-
rormed because I t captured the 
essence of the-. character, who was 
Sergeant Waters' main target of 
abuse. Captain Taylor was effective 
in the way that his role portrayed 
whites and their attitudes towards 
blacks in authority . 
While the movie seemed to concen-
trate on the mystery of who killed the 
sergeant, the play concentrates on the 
on the reasons why the sergeant was 
murdered: This production did a 
good job of bringing out the motives 
for the sergeant's death . 
The director, Vantile E. Whitfield 
adequately handled the play. Overall, 
it ran quite smoothly, but in some 
scenes the direction seemed rough 
and unpolished. In;Act I, there was 
a _problem in pacing, or line 
deliverance, among the characters in 
the company. Also the action scene 
amona Serpant Waters and the two 
whites aGCUsed of his death was stiff 
and a bit lifeless. · 
But because the story line of the 
play is excellent, the rough spots in 
the performance can be overlooked. 
A Soldltrs Play is 1Jein1 perform-
ed Thursday throuah Saturday, Nov. 
20-22. ThcR ii also a Sunday matinee 
on Nov. 23. The play is free and is 
presented by the Univenity of the 
District of Columbia Student 
Government Aaocjolion and the 
Ma11 Media and Fine Arta 
o.:p.rtmentl. 
Nascence, which means birth-
coming into existence-the process of 
emerging, is the title of Harrison and 
Blanchard's first album for Colum-
bia Records, and is sure to bring these 
two ·extraordinarily gifted and ex-
citing musicians a wider listening 
audience. · 
Harrison, 26, started plating sax-
aphone around the age of 14. He 
studied with educator/ musician Ellis 
Marsalis (Wynton and Branford's · 
father). Harrison also studied at 
Southern University in Baton Rouge, 
La., and the Berklee School or Music 
in Boston. In 1982, he joined famous 
jazz musician Art Blak.ely's Jazz 
Messengers . 
· Blanchard, 24,first played piano 
before .. switchina to trumpet in· 
elementary school. He didn't receive 
any formal training until age 16 when 
he enrolled in the New . Orleans 
Center for the Creative Arts. There 
he also studied under Ellis Marsalis. 
While at Rut,en University, Blan-
chard played wtth Lionel Hampton's 
band for two years, before joinina 
An Blakelr. 1lle two musicians join-
ed rorces tn the Jazz Mcssenaers. 
Harrison explained his raaon for 
choosina jazz, ••1 beQme interested 
in jazz more so than any other types 
of music be cause it incorporates both 
the intellectual and th• emotional 
sides or musk:. ·It's music at its 
hlahat level." 
• lloward UftiYenlty wib pt to 
chance to -pie the UlleaU of Blan-
chard and Harrisoo In a Dec. 2 con-
tcrt in Cramton Alldltorlum, which 
is bdll sponsontl by the Im II 
departDMlll. NtlllC)' WH-
Stanley Clarke will also 
deal of assistance from the Drama 
staff. 
''I am very pleased with the 
lighting designed by George Eptins 
and the costumes designed by Peter 
Zakutansky, who worked very hard 
considering there are 30 dancers and 
a lot of costume changes, Perpener 
said.'' 
Perpcner, a second year lecturer, 
or dance teacher, in the drtma 
department, has perforfned witli11ie 
Hartford Ballet, the Maiyland Dance 
Theater and the D.C . Repertory 
Dance Company. 1 c...,--.. Mitchell Jones l•ad1 the hit ''Tis So SwHI'' 110111 Co111.il11l1••'• lbll 
a••• I'm Going On w~lle Kori R-4 (left), Fred ~··~ -•rt~ ~·~ 1r 
_ ....... ar1 11119 ~k up. 
''The dancers have worked very 
hard, especially since there is no 
dance major at Howard. There is a 
lot of. dance talent at Howard. This G I t t 
concert is just an attempt to harness ospe concer ge s 
some of their energy and interest, 




By Sonya Ramsey and Alicia Taylor 
Hilltop Starr Rcportus 
-Cramton Auditorium may no1 
have been filled to capacity, at th< 
Wednesday night, Nov .19 gospel 
concert, featuring Commissioned, 
but the attendants had enough spirit 
to fill the largest concert hall in the 
world . 
Also featured in the concert, spon· 
sored by J .G Productions, was the 
Howard Gospel Choir, The Disciples 
of Christ, and Wandra Becton and 
Company. 
One thing that can be said 1tbout 
the Howard Gospel Choir, is that boy 
can they make an entrance. With 
their thunderous voices they make 
their presence known for all the au-
dience .to sec. 
Sioging such favorites as ''Give . 
God the Glory," ''There Is No Other 
Way," and ''I Am Happy With Jesus 
Alone,'' the Howard Gospel Choir 
showed that they contains some of 
the best talent that can be found 
anywhere. 
Following the Choir, the Disciples 
of Christ a 10-mcmber group of 
young men from D.C., entertained 




tem~rary gospel music. 
Thf third act was evangelist Wan-
dra Becton and Company, Becton 
,s·anS-thC praises of Cod . iri a 
flayboyant red dress. Her songs were 
rather long and monotous and the 
crowd was yearning to see 
Commissioned . 
. 
Finally, the moment atrived the ~ 
7·member group of handsome men 
walked on the stage and the crowd 
gave them a standing ovacion before 
they even started to sing. The crowd 
really began to clap their hands and 
tap their feet when the group started . 
to sing their own ·version of the 
Lord's Prayer. 
The beautiful gospel ballad which 
is the title cut from their album Go 
Tell Somebody made the crowd wave 
their hands in praise tQ_Jhe Lord 
Performing the famous hit 
''I'm Going on in the Namf 
of the Lord.'' Commissioned 
displayed along with their wonderful 
voices, their expert musicianship as 
well. 
Although very long, aboutfour 
hours, and aside from Wandra Bee· 
ton and Company, the concert was 
·.truly an excellent tribute to God in 
song. 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 






HONORING RENOWNED JAZZ SAXOPHONIST 





Vocalist, Nancy Wilson 
Guitarist, Stanley Jordan 
The Terence Blanchard/Donald Harrison Quintet 
Trumpeter, Jon Faddis, guest soloist 
with the Howard University Jazz Ensemble 
Cramton Auditorium 
Tuesday, December 2, 1986 
8:00 P.M. 
• 
General Admission - $10.00 
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yman s 1v1ng 
c~ptures love's power 
one 
. The voice--it's saottiingly deep, 
rich and subdued. A voice reminis-
cent of times past, yet refreshingly 
new, is that of song stylist Phyllis 
Hyman. 
In the era of new musical 
discoveries such as Sade and Anita 
Baker, it's a nice surprise to hear from 
someone who has been recording and 
performing in Broad,vay plays all 
along. Hyman's ne\\' album, li1 1ing 
All AkHie, on Manhattan records is. the 
perfect album for toda)''s listeners. 
Hyman truly laments a woman's 
pai11 after a breakup in the title cut, 
''Li,·ing All Alone. '' She 1noans and-
pleads ···1 can't stand this Ji,•ing all 
alone.'' One ~an envision statuesque 
H)·man sitting in a beautiful home 
surrounded by soli1ude. ''Come back 
10 111e." she screams. to no avail . 
The s1.:ene shifts in the next song to 
the tu11e of anticipation in ''First 
- Tin1e Together'' . Hyman is 'vaiting 
on pins and needles for the new·man 
-Do_rms 
FrQm page 4 
Keene said the administ ration is 
not satisfied with the conditions of 
the dormitories and that they never 
will be, but that programs and pro-
jects geared toward making im-
pTovements are constantly being 























in her life to arrive. This song is a 
pleasant tune. ''I want to make sure · 
every1hing is alright. I want to make-
a good impression on you,'' Hyman 
Sings. She surely will if she continues . 
to sing like that. 
''Old Fr~end, '' brings to mind a hap-
py reun1~n, ~n old love once lost, 
now:-regained aglin. Hyman sings . 
"My heart welcomes you back hom~ HOW DO YOU FEEL 
. - • 'f • 
Like the highpoint of a steamy 
novel, an invitation to romance is · 
given in: the next song, ''If You WanJ 
Me." \Vith a snazzy saxaphone solo 
this song picks Up tempo. On this ~ 
one, she breaks her feelings down to 
basic terms when she says, ''If you 
'vant me like I want you. Please be· 
again, old friend." ·•~ 
In ''You Just Don't Know,'' we do 
k·now; we do feel the pain of . 
loneliness and the happiness of see-
ing someone you love return to you. 
Maybe Hyman is telling her old 
friend ·once ag@,in, ''How glad I am 
that your home." 
ABOUT· THE HOWARD 
. . -
.mine.'' _ --· _ _ _ 
Hyman goes ''Slow Oancin'' in the 
next song. Although the lyrics 3 re 
cre.ativ~ the music is mediocre and 
non-innovative. ·This song is not real-
ly bad, it just doesn't reach the 
sublime levels. of the others . 
The B side rate~ an A with two 
lovely songs, ''Old Friend,'' and 
' t..You Just Don't Know.'' The special 
things about the songs on this album 
is that the lyrics are so realistic . They 
convey the feelings of the singer and 
the mo_od of ..!_he_song to the listeners. 
Hyman's forte is really the slow 
torch song. In ''Ain't You Had 
Enough Love,'' another upbeat tune, 
once again, she is not doing what she 
does best. 
But iil ''Screamin at the Moon," 
a song similar to the style of Manhat--
tan Transfer, she i's excellent. This 
peppy song might not .make you 
dance, but it will surely make you 










If you thin~ remakes can ne\'er 
compare to the original version, listen 
to Hyman 's remake of Boz Skaggs' 
song ''What You Won't Do For 
Love." This song fits Hyman's style 
to a 1ee. It has a mellowness which 
is perfect for Hyman's strong, ear-
thy, alto voice. She adds a new touch 
to an already near perfect song. 
With songs such as ''What You 
Won't Do For Love," ''Living All 
Alone,"· ''Old Friend," and ''You 
Just Don'1 Know," the real question 
is whal would we not do for Hyman? 
''I feel that the Howard woman is 
intellectually stimulating because she 
possesses marly of the feminine 
characteristics that are appealing to 
men .'' 
'' I love the Howard woman and I 
d not know what I would do 
without her.'' 
''We think we have very responsi-
b le st udent residents and that with ' 
their co ntint1ed cooperation, 
Residence Life will continue to take 
'steps in the right direction--steps for -
ward," Keene Said . 
If you can appreciate a singer with 
a marvelous voice singing sOngs that 
yo u can really rela1e 10, then 
Hym'an's new album is a purchase 
that you should definitely make. 
• 
llOOOIDllllllllODOOOOIODIOlllllOOOOIOIOC 
Speakout Text and Pholos compiled 1 
· JDIO~l!_C 000001 
• 





Five minules into ''The Lawrence Welk Show!' 
" -..~-- - ~· :"'- ~- - < 1· :ti' ;- ihhn-1 l'lf1l <"~..- 1 I ·")<'-'•'" 
' 
• 
About a week before your biriftday. ~ ,, . .-.. 
When you. iust want to tell the1n you miss -
them, and that yo.., ate the last of Grandma's 
chocolate-chip cookies this morning. 
- a 
• 
: There's not~g granapa:ents like better than a call from a grandchild 
m college. But if you do accidentally happen to interrupt Lawrence you 
ought to have something worth telling them. ' ' 
For example, you could mention that you called using 
AT&T Long Distance Service because you can depend on AT&T's 
high quality serviee and exceptional value. 
AI1d then you can tell them that AT&T gives you 
immediate credit if you dial a wrong number. 
And that you can count on AT&T for clear 
• 
' 
long distance connections. 
Finally, of course, 
you should quickly 
reassure them that 
you're eating enough, 
then let them hurry 
back to the TV to 
catch the rest of the 
Lennon Sisters' Blue 


























''ThC HOWafcf w9man Is·- verY 
dynamic, competitive, beautiful, apd • 
intellectual. 1'hel""are the "cream of 







SI. Louis, Missouri 
'' In terms of .,. Black women, 
Howard University is unquestionabjy 
1he Mecca. Nowhere else in my ex-
perience have I known such an abun-
dance of both beautiful and intellec-
tually competent women. If the state 
of women at Howard is indicative of 
the Black female leaders of tomor-
row, th.en the tomorrow looks 






Albany, New York 
• 
''It is difficult and unfair to 
categorize the Howard · women, · but 
speaking solely OQ. experience, I find 
Howard women to be as complex as 
Egyptian hieroglyphics . Some of 
them aspire to ma1erialistic goals and 
as a result seek men '\'ho C'an ·fulfill 
their materiali stic desires . Others are 
more cu ltu rally oriented and hones 
with themscl\•es . The 1najority of 
Howard women are in a s1age -or 
development in which they are trying 
to make a decisio11 betwe.en there two 
lifestyles . Thus, we have the complex 
Howard woman .'' 
• 
' 
Horii · - - - . -










''A Howard woman can be the 
best friend a auy can have. However ... r 
it can be just as hard for the guys• • ~ 
it is for the girls to ftnd a good rcla~ 
tionship . . Many times the Howonl...G --
wo111.an 1s too eqer to have ,a _,. · 
boyfriend and try to rush a relatkM? 
ship, which often scares the IUY off. 
Also. when Howard women aee so-. 
mconc they want, he must eitltct be 
''fly'' Or have a lot o( lfl!l!R and-
plutic in bis wallet. Theft..., a lot 
of ''•venae'' au~ on this eesse; 1 
who have ~ lot to offer. It :.:f lie 
hard for the HoWlld iDan to dlo 
rllht woman, but when he do es, he 
_knows be bu found the beol." 
... _. .. . '" ,. 
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Bison beat Morgan_ 60-6 
By Stonley R. Verrell 
Hill1op Starr Rq>onn-
During their last two galncs, the 
Bison broke numerous Howard 
school rushing records. This past 
Saturday, they began their assault on 
the scoring and passing record books, 
as the Bison won their sixth straight, 
60-6 over visiting Morgan State at 
Green Stadium. 
Derrick Faison snared five passes 
for 168 yards including a school-
rccord four touchdowns. Lee Debose 
threw three of those and two more to 
break another school record with five 
touchdown passes. In addition, the 
Bison broke records for most points 
scored with 60 and for margin of vic-
tory (54 points). 
Faison caught scoring passe5 of 38, 
28, 20, and 43 yards, to give him nine 
touchdown receptions for the year. 
The red.shirt freshman from' Lake Ci-
ty, S.C., attributes his newfound sllc-
cess to the Bison coaching staf(, who 
he said worked with him on rhe fade 
roure, wliich iS the 6'4'' Faison's 
favorite. 
''We just worked on it, and work-




••And when it clicked, we started get-
ting touchdowns . •• 
Jeffries said that Faison's own 
system of self-discipline also helped 
him overcome the problem of drop-
ped passes t'bat Faison experienced · 
early in the season. 
''He put it on himself to takC 2S 
pushups every time he dropped one," 
Jeffries said. ''We didn't do that; he 
did that himself.'' 
Dcbose's other two touchdown 
passes were a 16-yarder to Jimmie 
Johnson to open the scoring, and an 
11-yarder to Curtis Chappell in the 
second quaner. Debose completed 12 
of 13 passes for 218 yards on the day, 
without an interception. 
Harvey Reed, who has been the 
star of the Bison show for the past 
few weeks, gave up that status to 
Faison, but did pretty well on the 
supporting cast, picking up 120 yards 
on 17 carries. Recd also scored on a 
19-yard run in the second quarter. 
Fred Killings also aided the rushing 
attack with 1S yards on six carries, in-
cluding a 49-yard run with the Bison 
. . . . . . 
up 53-6 with one minute rema.tntng 10 
the game. 
After the game, Morgan State 
coach Jesse Thomas said that he 
understood that the Bison weren't 
trying to run . up the score on his 
Golden Bears. 
"It (th• margin of defeat) wasn't 
a matter of what they were doing as 
much as it was what we weren't do-
ing, '' Thomas said. 
. 
Said Jeffries, ''We weren't trying 
to run it up, but we wanted the kids 
to have some fun. I don't believe in 
running up the score on anybody 
because I've been on that side 
myself.'' 
Looking to keep their flickering 
playoff flame lit, the Bison face 
Delaware State in a key Mid-Eastern 
Athletic Conference matchup, and 
the season finale for both teams, 
tomorrow at Green Stadium. 
A win would be the Bison's seventh 
· consecutive and earn them their best 
record since 1975. The Bison are cur-
rently 7-3, and are hoping that If they 
can pull out a victory, the I ·AA selec-
tion committee will consider them for 
an at-large bid in the playoffs. But 
the chan~ are slim, according to 
Sports lnl?irmation Director Ed Hill. 
''The big thing working against us 
is strength of schedule," Hill said. He 
cited the , Bison's chances for the 
playoffs as ''slim to none.'' 
______ c...- 1 
/ . 
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r 1 .1,) L LA R S 
If you work as a full time teller for Riggs, you can .receive reim-
bursement for up to two pre-approved business or job related 
courses per semester through our tuition assistance program. To 
take advantage of this employee benefit, you must be a Riggs 
employee prior to registering for the courses which are to be 
reimbursed . 
• 
Riggs is looking for part time/evening students to work full time as 
paying & receiving tellers. Candidates must have strong 
communication skills, plus speed and accuracy in cash handling. 
Riggs has a policy of internal promotion and we'd like to show 
·you how to build a career in banking. 
' 
If interested, please call the Employment Office at (202) 835-6421. 
• 
THF. MOST IMPORTANT BANK 
IN Tiff. ~•os·r IA.tPORTANT <:IT'' 
IN THE WORLD. 
' 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
. '•• .. 
. --·,..---·---·--
' 
Men's bas~etball hopeful 
BJ ~ Hip Jr. 
Special to The Hill1op 
The Howard Bison are hopina to 
put last year's season behind them 
and shoot for a better campaian in 
1986-87 
A strange season came to a disap--
pointing end on March 8 when the 
team dropped a 53-52 decision to 
rival North Carolina A&T in the 
Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference 
tournament championship aame. 
The loss was especially disappoin· 
ting since Howord led by'IO with ,,34 
remaining. However. some missed 
free throws down the stretch sealed 
the team's doom and denied it an op-
portunity to advance to the NCAA 
tournament. , 
''I've had a lot of sleepless nights 
• over that over the past year. That was 
my most disappointing loss,•• said 
Head Basketball Coach A.B. 
Williamson. 
But that is history. as.they say, and 
the Bison. who finished with a 19-10 
record, arc primed to get over the 
hump with three starters (all seniors) 
returning to the fold along with a 
strong nucleus of returning veterans, 
redshirts and transfers . 
In the backcourt. the Bison will be 
strong and deep. Fred Hill, a 6-2 
senior guard, is one of the top players 
in the conference. Hill again led the 
team in scoring with a 12.7 average 
and joined the Howard 1,000 point 
club in the process. 
In addition to his scoring. Hill was 
effective as an all around player 
finishing with 78 assists and 40 steals. 
Despite his statistics, however, Hill 
will be relegated to a reserve position 
until he loses th• 10 pounds or so thot 
he picked up during the offseason, 
according to Williamson. ''Fred will 
be a significant part of our game, 
when he drops the weight,'' William-
son said. 
Starting at point guard in place of · 
Hill will be Mike Rollins, a heady 
point 1uard who played 1paringly 
durl111 his freshman year in 1984-8,, 
bu) should contribute plenty this 
5e1ison. · 
Rollins will be joined in th• 
backcourt by 6-2 senior Mike Jones 
who finished the season strong: 
averaai111 6. I poinu, dealing out 49 
assists and recording 41 steals (team 
1 .. der). 
William Stuart, a 6-2 senior, did an 
outstanding job off the bench, 
averaging 6.9 points while also 
leading the team in assists with 101 
and finishing third in·stea!s·(33). 
The coaching staff a1'o welcomes 
lhe return of redlhirt George 
Hamilton. Hamilton is a 6-3 iunior 
who was second on the team in scor-
ing and assists durin1 the 1984-85 
season. His deadly outside shooting 
figures- to give the Bison offense a big 
boost with the adoption of the three-
point goal in college basketball this 
season. 
The frontcourt will again be solid 
with the return of some key veterans. 
The small forward position shopes 
up as a battle among Howard 
Spencer, Rocky Gholson, Earl Smith 
and Rodney Green. 
Spencer is a 6-8 junior transfer 
from Auburn who is regarded as an 
impact player. His ability to soore 
both inside and outside gives the 
Bison a dimension they have not held 
at that position since the days of 
James Ratiff. 
Gholson, a 6-6 junior. started three 
games and averaged just under four 
points on the season. But he showed 
nash~ of being a scoring threat with 
a career high 16 points against 
Campbell. · 
Smith, a6-S senior, came on strong 
late in the season and finished with 
a 6.8 average. He also_Jlllbbed 3.2 re-
bounds per game. -
Green is a 6+6 sophomore walkon 
:.vho played very little but did positive 
things during those stints. 
Senior Rohen Mcilwaine, an '!11· 
I 
• 
MEAC seleclloll In 191' 16 and Ille 
team'sM\tP,halnocb1 •d nredto 
play this 11 IMHI due to =I 'ktl 
reasons. Tbe Bloon wl8 m!u bla 
prescence in•kl" llut are )lopilla Iba! 
John Spencer, a 6-7 Jl!ll!lr. who 
played in nine pees before b r''ll 
sidelined with ecademic difficult'•• 
can fill the void. Sri"°''' ii aieacraDy 
r ... rded u one o the tDOll physical 
players in the conference. 
"If he can ... UI 10.12 rebounds 
a game. we're ao~ to be in every 
game we play,'' Will11mson said. ''If 
he, as the youn1 people say, 'saes to 
lunch' on us, then we'll be out to 
lunch.•• 
John's brother, Howard. could 
also play the power jrward position 
in a pinch. 4' 
The center position will be shared 
by senior OCrek Caracciolo and Lan-
dreth Bau1h. , 
Caracciolo, a 6-8 finesse player, 
shoot over 64 percent from the floor 
averaged eiaht points and five re: 
bounds while also leadina the team in 
blocked shO<Jll with 39. 
Bough is ii 6-9 transfer from 
Creishton University who rllUfel to 
be a major factor in the Biaon's quest 
fof an MEAC chompionship title and 
an NCAA playoff appearance. 
''We're proud of Our record over 
the last 10 years, but we're not pro-
ud of our record in the championship 
game,•• Williamson said. ''That is 
our objective, to win the conference 
championship and become the first 
predominantely black School to ·win 
a game or more in the NCAA 
tournament. 
''That's a tall order,'' the 12 year 
coach added, ''but we're tall peo.. 
pie.'' 
The men's basketball team opens iu 
season toni,ht in Philadelphia against 
Villanova 1n the Cocoa-Cola NIT 
Classic. · _ _ 
·-
. - -- . 
Lady Bison aim .for 20 wins 
By Dllrlene Ellis 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
MCQtiQn her Lady Bison basketball 
earn, an a Smile qWckly widens over 
he face of head coach Sanya Tyler . 
ention All-America center Darlene 
BealC, and that smile strectches from 
ear to ear. 
And why not Al'ter falling just 
shon of a Mid-Eastern Athletic Con-
ference Championship last season, 
the Lady Bison are optimistic about 
their upcoming season and arc 
shooting for a 20-win season , a 
MEAC crown, and a possible binh 
in the NCAA tournament. 
With the nucleus of the team rctur.J" 
ning, Tyler feels her team will ac-
complish this. "' 
''Darlene Beale is returning from 
a tremendous sophomore season,'' 
said Tyler. An All-American who 
wa.s ranked second in the nation in re-
bounding, Beale is "very comfortable 
with bei111 in the front,'' she said. 
''Darlene, what can I say, ''Tyler 
said, ''She's the best center on the 
east coast, and one of the premier 
centers in the country.'' , 
Shooting guard Vanessa Graha.tn 
from Columbus, Ga., will aid the 
team with her ball handling and out-
side shooting skills. 
Beale -~••raged 17.8 points, 1,.3 
rebounds, and also led the team in 
steals and block«! shots last year, 
when she was named MEAC player 
of the year. 
Guard Vikki Kennedy a senior 
from Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., suffered 
a pre.season hand injury but Tyler 
expect5 her to be as consistent as she 
has been inJ>reyious seasons. 
Lynett·. Funcnes, a foiward from· · Tylef said that her team is sccki111 
Stanford, Conn., has never started their first NCAA tournament bid. 
before t-~1f will be the Lady Bison's but since the MEAC champion does 
top defensive player, Tyler said. not receive an automatic bid, the 
,-;;''T ~f:' ~ tll .. xtr.::6'.ilal>t1fH1 sd'F p· e .;11 h·~ the 
• coast th:1 can do th;iliinjiihat sl:e highly-regarded teams on their non ... 
can do defensively," Tyler added. conference schedule. 
''All our people are a key to our The teams to beat this season are 
success, but the four mentioned will'' Kcntucky, rJames Madison Universi-
be. a big boost, Tyler said. ty of Maryland and East Carolina. 
''Lisa Lewis, [a sophomre from ''We're not iaawe of.anybody. We 
Washington, D.C,J our back-up don't look at them as big schools l;>ut 
center is playing inspired basketball.'' as out of towners, •• said Tyler . 
said Tyler. "These girlO>have got me confident 
Freshmen Anita Robinson, about women's basketball at Howard 
Tamara Abernathy and Regina Adir UniYersity. •• 
are all sufferi111 from injuries, but .----''----------
will represent capable reserves when 
they over come their ailments. 
Early in last season, the Lady 
Bison were turning over the ball an 
excessive number of times ~:iring 
games. At the close of the season. 
Tyler remarked that the number of 
turnovers were at a minim\Ull. ''(This 
season) we. want to get around to ten 
turnovers a .~ame~ •• _she safd'. - - -
On Dec. 2. the Lady Bison open 
their season against the University of 
Maryland. Although Maryland beat 
the Lady Bison 73-60 last season, 
Tyler is optimiS:tic and said, ''the · 
team that beats us wiU beat us 
llthletically and not mentally .'' · 
''These kids believe they're invin-
cible, they have_,.a tremendous at-
titude," ~d Tyler. 
The Lady Bison went to the 
(MEAC), last season championship 
with the desire to win Cora third con-
secutive year. The Lady Bison lost in 
the finals to South Carolina State by 
two pc>ints. ··--Ne beat them on pa&)er; 
we look past the scoreboard,'• said 
Tyler. -
) 
Sharks • Will 
By Martin P. Hamlle111 
Hill1op Starr Reponer 
• 
The Howard University Swim 
Team opened their 1986-87 season at 
home last ' Friday nisht agairist 
Frostburg State Collea~.. . 
In shon, the Men's team kept 
abreast of the giant wave of success 
that the athlectic department is enjoy-
ing by posti111 a 60-4S victory over 
thier opponents. The scori111 for 
Howard was discontinued with three 
events will to be contested to avoid 
a total rout. The score then was 
60-25 . ~ 
For the most part, the Bison 
dominated the meet winnina all 
events excepl the 200 Men's free Slyk 
and th• first round of divina. The 
Bison swimmers were poced by mur-
nina junior Earl Hawkins (200 IM, ..._,.... 
too FR) and Monin Haru;be11y (200 
BK) both winnin1 their respective 
races. 
GW/W ASHINGTON TIMIS 
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ALPHA PHI ALPHA 
FRATERNITY INC., 
BETA CHAPTER 
Presents ''ALPHA JAM•• Friday. 
November 21, ot the Elks Club ( l B44 3rd 
Street- 2 Blocks from Slowe Holl) FREE 
BEER; FREE SODA: FREE MUNCHIES_!!\ 
Admission • S3; S2 Greek Porophenaho. 
l L00-3:00 o.m. BE THERE!!!! 
ATTENTION PITTSBURGH !!! 
There will be a meeting of the Pittsburgh 
Club members on Wednesday, December 
3, 1986. It will be held in Douglass Holl 
at 6:30 p.m . 
HAPPY THANKSGIVING! !! 
The Howard University Chapter of 
SIGMA Pl SIGMA 
Physics Honor Society 
w ilt hold its 1986 Induction Ceremony, 
Tuesday, November 25. 1986 in Room 
103. Thirkield Holl, at 5:15 P.M. The 
Public is cordially invited to attend. This 
year' s inductees ore drown from 
Graduate and Undergraduate Physics 
Wiotors at Howard University and the 
University of the District of Columbia 
THE BAPTIST UNION 
- The Progressive Men 
' • Of 
PHI BETA SIGMA 
FRATERNITY, INC. 
ALPHA CHAPIER 
COrdiolly invite all men who are 
''Destined To Excel'' 
To tllelr 73rd A••••I 
. SMOKER 
Sunday Nov. 23rd 1986 5:00 p.m. 
-The Block.burn Restaurant 
attire: Business like 
- · . 
All TEXAS CLUB members are asked to 
help ~t ''Save Texas Sout~rn Uni~r­
sity Petitions.'' signed. More 1nformat1on 
can be obtained 4rom Yvonne Bonner or 
Robert Frelow. 
THE COMMUNICATIONS STUDENT 
COUNCI~ bhll ''HE TEXAS CLUB invite 
all Howard students, staff, ond faculty 
to sign the ''Save Texas Southern Peti-
tions, " which are being circulated. We 
are trying to help TSU in its lobbying ef-
forts against the Texas legislature so 
TSU will not be closed or ''streamlined'' 
with ony other schools. (See this week's 
editorial page for story). 
--- .. -· -· ···-
The Lodies of Al~1a Chapter, ZETA PHI B A INC., 
present our ANNUAL RUSH ACTIVITIES, 
Sundoy, December 7, ·1986, 1734 New 
Hampshire Avenue, NW from 4-7 p.m. 
ALL ARE WELCOME I 
We. the Baptist Student Union. invite ALPHA Chapter . 
the rest of the Howard University Fami- ZETA PHI BETA, 
ly and the public to ioin us in fellowship SORORITY, INC., 
on November 23, 1986. The occasion will sponsor 0 bowl-o-thon, Saturday, 
will toke place in the little Chapel from November 22. 1986. Blackburn Center, 
7 :00 p.m. to 9:00 p .m. Our guest 2:00 p .m. _ 6:00 p .m. Proceeds will 
speaker will be Reverend John Corbitt . benefit the Roosevelt Senior Citizens 
Students wilt be encouraged to prepare home . See any Zeta or IZ for details! 
themselves, financially and otherwise. 
for the annual Baptist Student Union · ATTENTION 
Retreat , which attracts thousands of There will be on advertising meeting for 
students from across the country . The . Yearbook Ad Representatives 011 Mon-
Boptisl Student Union desires moral and day the 24th and December 3rd at 3:30. 
Physical support from the Howard 
••SKATING PARTY .. University Family. 
Location : Chrystal Skate 
All School of Communications Student 
Council representatives and volunteers 
need to stop by the office to f ind out in-
formation for successfu l completion of 
· the Fo ll semester . This needs to be done 
b.Y Tuesday even1n.g. · 
ATTENTION 
There w ill be on advertising meeting for 
Yearbook Ad Representatives on Mon· 
doy the 24th ond December 3rd ot 3:30. 
" 
3132 Branch Avenu• 
Marlow Heights, Maryland 
Date: Saturday. November '22, 1986 
Tlmt: Bp .m.-l o.m. 
Cost: $5.00 
Contact: Althea Fitzgerald ot 434-4752 
· Sponsored by the Howard University 
College of Nursing 
The students of the Howard Newmon 
Catholic Center invi te you to 'Come 
celebrate the final Sunday of Outreach 
month on the 23rd of November at 2417 
lst Street N .W. tele . 230-0983 . 
... fl I I ,_ . LI )V . ;,,:; 
H.-,.-.-=,. ·Ski -a.11 
Few seats left for a trip to Ski l iberty . 
Dec. 6th $55. Pay at Cromton Box of- . 
fice. Lift ticket, rentals, transportation in-
cluded. Meeting about trip Mon . 24th in 
Blackburn study lounge at 7 :00 p.m. Doy 
trip. Trip to Blue knob, weekend trip 
money due soon. 
A 11 ENTION PREMEDICAL 
STUDENTS 
THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY COLLEGE · 
OF MEDICINE WILL SPONSOR A 
BREAKFAST PROGRAM FOR 
PREMEDICAL STUDENTS ON SATUR-
DAY. NOVEMBER 22. AT 9:00 A.M. 
PREREGISTER IN FOUNDERS LIBRARY, 
ROOM 336. 
WANTED 
FIVE GOOD PHOTOGRAPHERS 
We do not wont people who just own 
o camero, but PHOTOGRAPHERS. In-
quire at the Bison Yearbook Office Im· 




Do you hove a "Nutty professor?" 11 
you do. please come to the Bison Year-




Group sli:its of student organizations will 
be token December 5 and 6, in the Music 
listening Room of the Blackburn Center . 
Please hove a representative from your 
organization contact the Ye<irbook office 
to schedule o date and time for your 
group. 
ADVERTISING DEADLINE 
AttentiOn Student Organizations 
Deadline to s~mit advertisements in the 
l 9B7 Bison Y rbook is NOVEMBER 28. 
Coll a Bison representative today on 
636-7B70 . 
ATTENTION STUDENTS 
1986 Yearbooks ore still ovoiloble. Pick 
them up in Room G-06. Blackburn 
Center . , 
The D. Parke Gibson Chapter of the 
Publ ic Relations Student Society of 
America w ill be throwing on ofter game 
party this Saturday from 5-10 p .m. in the 
Punch-out . ADMISSION IS FREEi\\ 
THE H .U . CHAPTER OF THE 
N.A .A .C.P. IS SPONSORING A CANN-
ED FOOD DRIVE . PROCEEDS WILL GO 
TO THE UNITED BLACK FUND, PLEASE 
OONA TE WHAT YOU CAN. BOXES ARE 
IN YOUR OORM. 
, .I ri 
GOING OUT OF TOWN?· 















cs • •• ·-
-· ' --... 
CL4SSIFllD 
. - .TAJBooKSatflCE -
Students-Faculty: Top prices paid for us-
ed and unwonted Textbooks with Resole 
Market Value. Tim Jones 722-0701. TAJ 
Book Service. Support a Student 
Enterprise. 
THE LOOK AND FEEi. 
Oli' ELEGANT EEi.SUN! 
Fine wallets, purses. briefcase - MORE . 






The Brothers of 




would like to thank those individuals who 
help make our hand in ''Project Harvest'' 
a success. We greatly appreciate the con-
tinued support. 
UBIQUITYis . . . . . . . . . 









UBIQUITYis . . . . . . . . . 
- -
Elder Charles Bradford will be speaking 
on ''Where's Jesus on the Campus?'' at 
o Christion Fellowship in Dumbarton 
Chapel at the law Sc:hool. 2900 Von 
Ness St. NW, ot 11 :00 o.m. Nov. 22nd. 
Students con osk questions about prac-
tical Christonity so come out and let's 
praise the lord . 
N.A.A.C.P 
The Howard University Chapter presents 
''Christmas Tribute the Block Family." 
An evening of iozz, poetry and dramtic 
readings . Deceml5er 3: 7-9- p .m. 
Blockbu·rn Gallery lounge. Wine ond 
Cheese served. 
You see me laugh .... 
You see me cry ..•. 
. Your always there when I do these 
thing~. I know why. Understanding 
means sometimes just being there for me. 
February Five 
My Honey, • 
We fulfill eoCh other's yearn for love 
Completing the circle of need 
Eoch day we seem to learn and grow 
For tlie future, we plant the seed 
We care enough to talk it out 
Even with words we hate to mention 
Satisfaction through communication 
With forever love our intention. 
Teddy Bear 
To: Bookie, 
You only hove one more strike. 
From : You Know Who 
Michael, 
Thanks for all you support this week. 
You being there for me just confirmed 
and strengthened my lave f~,r ~u. ·1t'1 
getting better ond I know iJ _¥:'.i~ .~ark 
for us. 
Naski 
UBIQUITY is . . . . . . . . . 
positivity, ~ommitment. growth. 
strength, friendship, family, shoring, cor-
ing, joy and pain ..... · . 
Sydney 
U 'BS 
Garfield alias Big J. what's up with dinl' 
lasagne for thee ond some for me? let's 
do din din sopn ... 
Starving west philly copricorn 
Miss Queens New York 
My heart is in your hands, 
•
1 now what ? 
Mr. Westside Detroit 
To Sherri M . of Atlanta: 
Happy 18th. to you ona PHA Tl Now it's 
legal to do what you hove been getting 
owoy with for the lost few years. kick 
it live - George is on old Q-dowg, but 
he con still learn a trick or two! 
KOKO: words cannot express the 
omount of love i have for you. These post 
two years with you hove been the best. 
I couldn't ask for o more terrific guy. 
HAPPY A:NNlVERSARY BABY! I know 
we'll have many more. I'll love you 
FOREVER I 
"ROCKHEAD" 
TO the H.U. Marching Bison·ond friends 
CLUB GEOllGIA la r,an1.,;~. o 
THANICSGMNG 'la'to TIANl'A. GA 
(Nov. 26-301 S70 rt1ip ~MO"' 
trip club memb. Full Amount Dul !un-
doy 2311 CALL: 636-2"52or797-2677. 
- -
- -
To Ashame and Doi: ...,.... 
Goshi U 2 really are ~1_....,l1lll l(eop 
"Kick'en" becouM !he Bolt d ~ Hes 
ahead. Hoy, now that' you .... "Bod" 




We've mode it through 6 rnanthl al Love 
and we still haw that Glow. Thank you 
for all the happiness and prosperity •• 
" Pretty" -1 knew U W""! worth my time. 
I'll Get Bock\ 
Focaa• yours 
Rodd 
To My Ivory Girl 
Does this meon I qualify for' the K.G.G . 
Ros to 
To Darlene Bond: 
The second application is in the mail pen-
ding your consideration and opProval . 
R.S.V. P. 
-· B<iiiy B. 
Te quiero, a mi mujer especial in el 
perodico. Yo creo que tu eres muy 
amable. Nosotros hol:Momos en el futuro. 
Su cobellero, Con mucho amor, 
TO: STEVEN BULLOCK 





better known as ''Mr. Coporate'' You 
still owe me dinner at Houston 's. • 
Stoel 
My Puddy 
It was definitely worth the wait ... 
I found my Ms. GOODBAR. Let's keep 
it in our hearts forever. 
love Always 
Cloy 
Mr. lewis Poul long 
Love yo much f" your girl Ms. Kim· 
Ms. Spooner 
What's up? We haven' t hod o meal al~ 
semester. 
Signed. 
Ms. Kim and the hungry RE-CREW. ' H-E·R·R-E-R-A My time with you has been quite 
YOU CRAZY RAMBUNCTIONS. · rewording. Tho.nks fort.he support over Jhertoune · • 
LOVABLE WILD HONDURAN, the years espec1olly during my recq;-ery _ 9e e·· I .. M:._-<;.l .n.y,qiW~ Wto\~~'R!toMN'A"" ~~ftt!mf'irl9'tttl~il'l ."1 1tefC ifflflF~b Jt::' • ' q tl<l S · [j,._,,.,.,...,..,.., 
~Q ..... MUCH.ii · Promising organization, good luck in the • tocy ~ 
YOUR SWEET SUITE MATES OF 210 E. future. To Mr. lee and rest of the st~ff, 
to the saxophones. to Thunder Machine 
Hey Slue Guy, 
It's coming up on three for you and me, 





Finally ••• ond well worth the woit . The 
special closeness we shore as being 
friends first, mode it even that mucli 
more the better . Those hours of bliss will 
live in my memory forever. Now it's time 
to face reality ond assess priorities. God 
definitly hos to come first now. But 
remember t will always be here for 
you ... supporting whatever move ' you 
decide to make in the spring. See you 
totally in o _few years, my friend. I 
LOVE YOIJ 
Signed 
Puddy in your hands (smile) 
P .S. Hold on to that day in your mind 
as our special moment that we shared, 
a moment that no one con toke away 
from us. 
and the rest of the the '' Big Blue Wrekin' 
Crew," thanks for making this o .very 
memorable season . H.U., this lost one 
is for youl 
Clarence labor jr. 
To the Members of the K.G.8. A new yet 
old Nemissis is bock. 
Qoddafi II 
TO: SHEILA HOLT w/ the brown do-cog 
)top ploying the field, chile you know 
your man is waiting for you in the land of 
LA-LA. 
Ms. TRINA LENA CLARK 
Hove o happy. happy Thanksgiving. 
We'fe going to miss you. 
Love Always, 
THE. WOMEN, D.J. and Ms. Kim. 
Hey Skelly, 
We didn't meori to moke you mod. We' re 
sorry that we caused some dissension 
among the crew. Are we still down or 
wilot? 
EZ and Chumpey 
Representatives from Mobile 
Co1poration wlll visit Tuesday, 
November 25 at 11 :00 a.m. in the 
School of Bu1in111 and Public 
Admini1t1atian ropm 317 to speak to 
all bu11n111 majors I in 
,....anent aM l....,.shlp po1ltlolls. 
Reception wll follaw in 





To My Friend with the Hot: 





Don't leave until you ore told 
Sign 
Muscle, Money, and Science Crew 
To Our Progressive Brothers of 
PHI llETA SIGMA 
FRATERNITY, INC., 
ALPHA CHAPTER. 
let us forever stand united for kive like 
our reigns supreme. From your loving 
sisters of ALPHA CHAPTEll. 
. ZETA PHI BETA 
SORORITY, INC. 
stocy k. 
what. con a di soy 
to yoli today 
except happy birthday 
so toke it ~low . 
because I know you know 
how to hove much fun 
turning twenty-one. 
To: FO<M for Philly 
Don 't stop Buyin9. M.IM's ... One day 
you'll get to EAT EMI 
Happy Birthday 
MA-MA 
From : J-Ton, kesia, Mor--Mar, & 
She11elle 
TO: KATHY f\JCKER • 
Happy be-lated bi• 1hday 




Luv. Joaquina ~ 
HAllPY 20th BIRTHDAY MAii.A 
KATlll:Rllll .. JUST C--11 ME KA'IMW' 
C .'' GUESS OF LOS ANGELI$. 
CALIFORNIA NOW C\llNlll'h,Y 
RESIDING AT 2S07 15111 l.r ...... 










II /fr"*>y. No"9mber 21. 1986 
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